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It is proved that if A is a bounded Hermitian operator on a probability 
Hilbert algebra which preserves positivity and is continuous from L2 to Lp 
for some p > 2 then 11 A 11 is an eigenvalue of A. A sufficient condition is 
given for its multiplicity to be one. Applications are given to the proof of 
existence and nondegeneracy of physical ground states in quantum field theory 
for physical systems involving Fermions or Bosons. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Mathematically the problem of existence and uniqueness of physi- 
cal ground states in certain quantum theories is this: given a self- 
adjoint operator H representing the total Hamiltonian of a quantum 
mechanical or quantum field theoretic system, prove that His bounded 
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below, that the greatest lower bound of its spectrum is an eigenvalue 
(existence), and that the eigenvalue has multiplicity one (uniqueness). 
An eigenvector of unit norm associated with this eigenvalue is called 
a physical ground state. A physical ground state is thus a state of 
lowest energy. Such states play an important role in quantum theories 
and especially in various quantum field theory models. 
In this work we shall develop a method for proving existence and 
uniqueness of physical ground states which seems to be applicable to 
a wide variety of quantum field theoretic models. It is based on a 
noncommutative, infinite-dimensional extension of the Perron- 
Frobenius theorem [8,21] concerning nonnegative matrices. 
The method depends on representing the Hilbert space X, on 
which H is a self-adjoint operator, as an L2 space in such a way that 
for t > 0 the operator exp( - tH) takes nonnegative elements to non- 
negative elements. Such positivity-preserving and related regularity 
properties were first introduced into quantum field theory by E. Nel- 
son [20] as a tool in the study of self interacting Boson fields. For 
self-interacting Boson fields the positivity-preserving character of 
e-+r has already been used to prove uniqueness of the physical vacuum 
[II, 27, 301. W e s a s h 11 h ow that the positivity-preserving character of 
e-tH, supplemented by a mild regularity condition, can also be used 
to prove existence (Theorem 1). 
In order to include interactions involving Fermions it is necessary 
to consider representations of X of the form L2(G!) where csl is a Von 
Neumann algebra with a finite regular trace. It is known [26] that the 
space x’ = A(X) of all skew symmetric tensors over a complex 
Hilbert space X is isomorphic in a natural manner to L2(%), where G?? 
is a suitable Clifford algebra over Z. We shall show that, for an 
interaction of Fermions (specifically, spin l/2 Dirac particles) with 
an external field via a cutoff Yukawa-type interaction, the operator 
e--lH takes nonnegative elements of L2(2?) to nonnegative elements. 
Using the general existence and uniqueness theorems for operators on 
a space L2(Ol) which we develop in the first part of this paper (Theo- 
rems 2, 3 and 4), we shall prove existence and uniqueness of the phys- 
ical vacuum for this model. We shall also apply the general theorems 
of the first part of the paper to the proof of existence and uniqueness 
of a physical one-particle rest state for a polaron (spinless nucleon) 
interacting with a quantized Boson field. The coupling constant need 
not be small for these methods to work. 
This paper details the results announced in [12]. The paper is 
organized so that general mathematical theorems come first (Sec- 
tions 2-4). The applications are given in Sections 5 and 6. 
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2. GENERAL EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREMS 
DEFINITION. Let (X, V) be a measure space. A bounded linear 
operator A on L2(X, V) is positivity preserving if A# > 0 a.e. when- 
ever 4 > 0 a.e. 
THEOREM 1. Let (X, V) be afkite measure space. Let A : L2(X) -+ L2(X) 
be a nonzero, bounded, positivity-preserving Hermitian operator. Put 
h = II A II- S u PP ose that there exists a number p > 2 and a real number 
M such that 
II 4 112 G M II # 112 )
where (I# Jlp denotes the Lp norm of t,k Then X is an eigenvalue of A of 
finite multiplicity. If s denotes the multiplicity then 
s < (M/X)2P’(P--2) v(X). (2.1) 
Proof. Let 01 = {Er ,..., E,) be a partition of X into measurable 
sets of strictly positive measure. Let xE denote the characteristic 
function of the set E. For p 3 1 and 4 in L*(X) put 
Then P, is a projection in LP and for all 4, with 1 < Q < co, has norm 
one as one readily verifies for 4 -=c 00 from the inequalities 
where q’ = q/q - 1. 
Let A, = P,AP, . P, is positivity-preserving and therefore so is A, . 
The range F, of P, is spanned by {~~,}jn=~ which form a basis of F, . 
A, leaves F, invariant and its restriction to F, is given by a nonnegative 
matrix relative to this basis. By the Perron-Frobenius theorem [9, 
pp. 64, 65, 801 or [17, p. 2011 there exists a nontrivial nonnegative 
function #a in F, such that 
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where h, is the spectral radius of A, restricted to F, . Since A, is 
Hermitian and is zero on F,J- we have X, = 11 A, [I. We may assume 
that II b II2 = 1. 
For two such partitions 01 and ,!I put (y. < /3 if p is a refinement of 01. 
Denote by S, the weak closure of {& : /3 >, a}. Then S = &Se is 
nonempty. Let # be in S. The net Pa of (conditional expectation) 
projections converges strongly to the identity operator on L2(X) as 01 
goes to co in the directed set of partitions. This may be seen by 
observing that if F is a simple function then P,tp = y for all sufficiently 
large 01 and such functions v are dense in L2(X). Hence P,AP, con- 
verges strongly to A. Moreover X, < X for all 01. If 0 < E < 1 and 
II 4 II b (1 - 4 II A II II 9, II 
then liminf,IIA,g,II=IIAg,II~(l ---c)IIAIIIIp,II from which it 
follows that h, converges to A. 
For any function q inL2(X) and any number E > 0 there is a parti- 
tion 01 such that II A,p, - Ag, 11 < E and j X, - A 1 < E whenever /I > 01. 
There is a partition /3 > a! such that I(Av, t,& - #)I < E and 
I(% #B - $)I < E. It f o 11 ows that for any function y in L2(X) there is 
a subsequence a, such that Xol, converges to X, (A,,?, z,GJ converges 
to (Aq, #), and (cp, &J converges to (v, $). Hence 
for any function y in L2(X). Therefore A# = k,h. 
We shall show that z,4 is not a null function. For any measurable 
function v write 1 y I2 = I y l(p-2)l(P-1) I v lPl(p--l) and apply Holder’s 
inequality with indices (p - l)/( p - 2) and p - 1 obtaining 
II v II2 f II 9J II! II ‘p II”, 9 (2.2) 
where a = (p - 2)/2(p - 1) and b = p/2(p - 1). Since Pa has norm 
one in Lp we have A, II A Ilp = II 4& II@ < II A& Ilp < M II $a II2 = M. 
Hence 1 = II A II2 < II k II? W/A?. Thus 
II Ax 111 2 &/wp”p-2’. 
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Consequently, since +a > 0 for all LY, 
(h 1) = lim(#, 1) 
= lim II *Lx 111 
2 (Apq”l’“4 
> 0, 
where the limit is taken through some subnet. Hence $ # 0. 
In order to prove that h has finite multiplicity it will be convenient 
to use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let (E, v) be a measure space and let A be a positivity- 
preserving, bounded Hermitian operator on L2(E, v). Suppose that A 
together with the multiplication algebra of E form an irreducible set of 
operators on L2(E, v). If I] A 11 is an eigenvalue of A then it has multi- 
plicity one. 
The irreducibility hypothesis of this lemma was first used, in 
infinite dimensions, in [l, Theorem 3.41. For a direct and simple 
proof of the lemma we refer the reader to [30, Theorem IV.121. The 
lemma is also equivalent in the presence of [l, Theorem 3.31 or 
Proposition 1, below, to [ll, Theorem 2.3.21. In case v(E) < CO, 
which is the only case we shall need, it is a special case of Theorem 2, 
below. See also the remarks following Theorem 2. 
To prove that A = 11 A I( has finite multiplicity consider an eigen- 
vector #. We have h 11 $ lip = II AI/I I& < M 11 Q II2 . Hence 
II $118 < Pm II * 112 - (2.3) 
Let E = {x E X : 4(x) + O}. Then from Eq. (2.2) we have 
Since a + b = 1 and II # II2 # 0 we obtain II xB II2 >, (A/M)bl” and 
therefore 
v(E) 3 (A/M)““‘“. (2.4) 
We denote by Q* the projection on L2(X, v) consisting of multiplica- 
tion by XE . If 9 is the eigenspace of A belonging to h let 
Q=su~@~:I/E~,$~~}. S ince each Qlp is in the algebra A of 
multiplications on L2(X) by bounded measurable functions on X, so 
is Q. Thus there is a measurable set Y C X such that Q is multiplica- 
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tion by xr . It is shown in [30, Theorem IV.121 (see also Theorem 2 
below) that each Q1 for 4 > 0, commutes with A. Hence so does Q. 
Moreover it is also shown in [30] and [I l] that the real and imaginary 
parts of any function in 9 is also in 9 and that the positive and 
negative parts of any function in .5? is in 9. It follows that Q# = $ 
for every $ in 9. Thus 9 is contained in the range of Q and since A 
leaves invariant the range of Q, which consists of L2 functions vanishing 
off Y, we may and shall restrict our attention to L2(Y) and regard A 
as an operator on this space. 
Consider the collection G of all finite partitions /3 of the identity on 
L2(Y) by nonz ero projections in A which commute with A. Thus 
B = Pl ,***, P,), where each Pi is multiplication by some measurable 
set Ej C Y and the sets E, ,..., E, are disjoint up to sets of measure 
zero and have union equal to Y except perhaps for a set of measure 
zero. Each Pj commutes with A and v(E3) > 0, j = I,..., n. If for 
some j every nonnegative function # in 9 satisfies # = 0 a.e. on Ej , 
then Q-(multiplication by xE, on L2(X)) is greater or equal to Q6 for 
every nonnegative function # in 9. This contradicts the definition 
of Q. Hence for each j there is a vector IJ in 9 such that xE,# is not a 
null function. Since Pi commutes with A, xE9# is an eigenfunction of 
A with eigenvalue A. Hence by (2.4) 
V(Ej) 3 (A/M)““‘“, j = 1 . . . . 71. 
Thus v(X) >, v(Y) = cyal v(Ej) > n(h/lM)2bla. Therefore 
n =$ (M/X)2b’a v(X). (2.5) 
Ordering G by refinement as in the first part of the proof it follows 
that any strictly increasing chain in G is finite. Hence G has a maximal 
element which we take as /? described above. Now the restriction of A 
to the range of Pj , which we identify with L2(Ej , v), commutes with 
no nontrivial multiplication operator on L2(Ej , v) for otherwise we 
would get a further refinement of /3. Hence by Lemma 1.1 the multi- 
plicity of A in L2(Ej , v), which we already know to be greater than 
zero, is exactly one. Denoting by #j an eigenvector in OLP lying in the 
range of Pj it follows that for any vector Z,!J in 9 
* = ,$ Pj* = 5 adi 
j=l 
for some numbers aj . Hence the dimension of 9 = 12 < (M/X)2”‘“~(X). 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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We shall be concerned now with noncommutative extensions of 
the preceding theorem. Specifically we follow I. E. Segal [23] in 
making the following definition. 
DEFINITION. A Jinite regular gage space is a triple (X, a, m), 
where X is a complex Hilbert space, a is a von Neumann algebra of 
operators on &, and m is a nonnegative real-valued function on the 
projections in GZ such that 
(i) m is completely additive; that is, if 9’ is any set of mutually 
orthogonal projections in 6Z with least upper bound P, then 
m(P) = Cw m(Q). 
(ii) m is unitarily invariant; that is m(U*PU) = m(P) for 
every projection P in CY and every unitary operator U in a. 
(iii) m is finite; that is, m(1) < co. 
iv 
inGZ! ) 
m is regular; that is, m(P) > 0 if P is a nonzero projection 
We refer the reader to [18, 23, 241 for the theory of integration over 
general gage spaces. We sketch some of the principal features of this 
theory which will be needed here for finite regular gage spaces. 
There is a unique norm-continuous linear extension of the gage m 
to all of @. The extension is called the trace of 6Y and we write Tr(A) 
for A in a. If A is a Hermitian operator in &’ with spectral resolution 
A = J h d,!?(h), then Tr(A) = J A dm(E(h)). If A > 0, then Tr(A) > 0 
and if A > 0 and A # 0, then Tr(A) > 0. The trace is central, i.e., 
Tr(AB) = Tr(BA). F or any closed operator A on &@ we put 
1 A 1 = (A*A)lj2. If A is in GZ, put 11 A Ilp = (Tr(I A ]P))llP for 
1 < p < co, and put 11 A Ilrn equal to the operator norm of A. Then 
11 A lip is a norm on GY. Let Lp(6Y) be the completion of Gl! with respect 
to the norm /I * llP . Of course L”(a) = LPI. One of the principal theo- 
rems of [23] asserts that for p = 1,2 the elements of Lp(CX) may be 
identified with (not necessarily bounded) operators on 2. This type 
of completeness theorem has been extended to all p, 1 < p < 03, in 
[18] and we shall regard Lp(@) as a space of operators on 2. In 
particular, by a nonnegative element iriD( one means a self-adjoint 
operator A in Lp(0’) such that A 3 0. The theory of such Lp spaces 
is parallel to that for the similarly denoted spaces in Lebesgue integra- 
tion theory. Thus if A is in Ll(Ol) then Tr(A) can be defined so as to 
be a continuous linear complex-valued functional on L1(6Y). More- 
over Holder’s inequality holds [18, Theorem 11. The spaces Lp(bl) 
are contained in the space of operators which are measurable [23] 
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with respect to 0!. The appropriate operation of addition for meas- 
urable operators is that of the strong sum which by definition is the 
closure of the ordinary sum. The set of measurable operators with 
respect to GZ is an algebra with respect to the strong sum and strong 
product and adjunction is an involution [23, Corollary 5.21. Conse- 
quently, formal identities which are valid for bounded operators tend 
to be valid for measurable operators also. When dealing with such 
operators we shall always use the strong operations with the result 
that domain questions can usually be ignored. 
A typical example leading to a commutative algebra GY may be 
given in terms of a finite measure space (X, v). Take Z = P(X, V) 
and let CZ be the algebra of multiplications by bounded measurable 
functions on X. A projection P in GZ is then multiplication by the 
characteristic function of some measurable set E. If one defines 
m(P) = v(E), then m is a finite regular gage on GZ and if A is the 
operation of multiplication by a bounded measurable functionf, then 
Tr(A) = Jf dv. Consequently the spaces L@(a) are identifiable with 
the spaces U(X, u). Any finite regular gage space with commutative 
algebra GZ is isomorphic (in a sense [23] that we need not make precise 
here) to the preceding example, and we shall refer to this example as 
the commutative case of a gage space. It is adequate for studying 
Boson interactions but not Fermion interactions. 
As a noncommutative example take Z to be finite dimensional and 
let G! be all operators on Z. Define m(P) = dimension of range of P 
for any projection P in GZ. One verifies readily that for any A in GZ 
Tr(A) is then the ordinary trace of A. 
The gage space which is relevant for the study of Fermions will be 
described in detail in Section 4. 
If (Z, C?J, m) is a finite regular gage space and if a is in 
GZ and x is in GZ and 1 <p<co, then I]olxIIP <]/ol]l,I]x]lP and 
II ~~ Ilp G II 01 ILO IIx Ilp ; consequently the operations of left and right 
multiplication on C!! by an element 01 in 0? extend to bounded operators 
on LP(Ol). We denote these extensions by L, and R, respectively. 
Clearly L, and R, commute with each other for any (Y. and /3 in G7,. 
DEFINITION. Let (ti, GY, m) be a finite regular gage space. Let e 
be a projection in a. Let P, = L,R, acting in L2(@). The range of P, 
will be called the Pierce subspace associated with the projection e in GY. 
A bounded operator A on L2(Ol) will be called positivity preserving 
if Ap, is a nonnegative element of L2(Q!) whenever IJJ is such. 
The carrier of a closed densely defined operator is the closure of 
the span of the range of the operator and the range of its adjoint. 
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THEOREM 2 (Uniqueness). Let (S, Q?, m) be a finite regular gage 
space. Let A be a bounded positivity-preserving Hermitian operator on 
L2(G!). Suppose that h = 11 A 11 is an eigenvalue of A and that A leaves 
invariant no proper Pierce subspace. Then h has multiplicity one and 
there exists an associated eigenvector which is nonnegative and has carrier 
equal to 8. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (3,0Z, m) be a finite regular gage space. Put 
(a, 8) = T@*4 
for 01 and j3 in L2(GZ). S u pp ose that ar 3 0 and /3 3 0. Then (01, /I) > 0, 
and if (LU, @ = 0 then ~$3 = /3a = 0 and cy and /? have orthogonal 
carriers. 
Proof. (01, /3) = Tr(@) = Tr(lgo11/2a1i2) = Tr(a1/2/?011/2). Since 
&/21g&P > 0, we have (01, /3) 3 0. Moreover, if (01, /I) = 0, then 
&/2@x1/2 = 0, since the gage is regular. Since /3 3 0, we may write 
/3 = y2 for some self-adjoint measurable operator y. Then for x in 
the domain of &/2y2,1i2 we have (,1/2y20r1/2x, ) = 0 and consequently 
11 $/2x /I = 0. Thus y&i2 = 0 on a strongly dense set in X. Hence 
by [23, Corollary 5.11 y di2 = 0. Hence @ = y2~r/acu1/2 = 0 also. 
Since /3 and (y. are self adjoint, this shows that their carriers are ortho- 
gonal and that a/3 = 0 also. We emphasize that in this proof all 
products are strong products, i.e., closures of ordinary products. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Since A takes nonnegative elements to non- 
negative elements, it takes self-adjoint elements to self-adjoint ele- 
ments. Consequently, the self-adjoint and skew-adjoint parts of any 
eigenvector are also eigenvectors with the same eigenvalue. Since A 
has an eigenvector belonging to A, it has a self-adjoint eigenvector z 
belonging to A. By the spectral theorem we may write z = x - y 
where x and y are nonnegative elements in L2(fl) with orthogonal 
carriers. Now [ z 1 = x + y and 
A(/ x I, 1 x 1) = h Tr(z2) = h(z, z) = (AZ, x) 
= (Ax, x> + (AY,Y) - (&Y) - CAY, 4 
< (Ax, x) + (AY,Y) + WY) + CAY, 4 
by Lemma 2.1. Thus 
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Hence ((h - A) 1 z I, 1 x 1) = 0 and since h - A > 0 it follows that 
1 z 1 is an eigenvector of A belonging to h. Thus the positive and 
negative parts of any self-adjoint eigenvector belonging to X also 
satisfy the equation Ax = hx. 
Now suppose that x is nonnegative and satisfies Ax = hx. Let 
e be the projection onto the null space of x. Then e is in GZ. 
Put P, = L,R, . Suppose b 3 0 and that b is in L2(Gl). Then 
(x, AP,b) = (Ax, P,b) = h(x, P,b) = X Tr((P,b) x) = 0 since ex = 0. 
Since AP,b >, 0, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that the carrier of 
AP,b is contained in the range of e. Hence, e(AP,b) e = AP,b. So 
AP,b is contained in the range of P, . Since the range of P, is generated 
linearly by such elements as P,b with b > 0, it follows that the Pierce 
subspace corresponding to e is invariant under A. Hence if x # 0, 
then e = 0 and therefore x has carrier equal to Z. Thus the eigen- 
space 9 of A corresponding to X is spanned by its self-adjoint elements 
and each of these are either nonnegative or nonpositive and have 
carrier equal to 2. By Lemma 2.1 no two such vectors can be ortho- 
normal. Hence 9 has dimension one. 
Remark 2.1. A regular (not necessarily finite) gage space may be 
defined just as in the definition following the proof of Theorem 1 
except that condition (iii) is replaced by (iii’): every projection in GZ 
is the lub of m-finite projections in G?. Theorem 2 remains valid in 
this case with no change of proof. We shall not have occasion to use 
infinite gage spaces in this paper except in the following remarks. 
Remark 2.2. If A is a bounded positivity preserving operator on 
L2(Q where OT is a regular gage space, let us call A indecomposable [I(] 
if it leaves invariant no proper Pierce subspace and let us call it 
ergodic [II, p. 3721 if, f or any nonzero nonnegative elements X, y in 
L2(@), there is an integer n > 0 such that (A%, y) > 0. It is proved 
by Ando [I, Theorem 3.31 that, ifa is commutative, then A is ergodic 
if and only if it is indecomposable. The lattice theoretic proof of 
Ando is not applicable if GZ is not commutative since the Hermitian 
operators in 6Z never form a lattice in this case [15]. Nevertheless if A 
is Hermitian then the following proposition shows that ergodicity is 
still equivalent to indecomposability. Ergodicity can be formulated in 
a much more general context [17] than indecomposability since 
indecomposability requires some algebraic structure on the under- 
lying Banach space. (Lz(QI) is a Hilbert algebra [23, Definition 5.11.) 
The virtue of the algebraic hypothesis (indecomposability) of Theo- 
rem 2 lies in the fact that it is very easy to verify it in the applications 
(cf. Proposition 2). 
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PROPOSITION 1. If A is a positivity-preserving bounded Hermitian 
operator on L2(GZ), where (S, a, m) is a regular gage space, then A is 
ergodic if and only if it is indecomposable. 
Proof. If e is a nontrivial projection in @ such that A commutes 
with P, , then for any nonnegative vectors x and y in L2(@) with 
P,x = x and P1-,y = y we have 
(A%, y) = (A”P,x, y) = (P,A”x, y) = (A%, P,y) = 0 for n = 0, 1,2 ,... . 
Conversely suppose A is not ergodic. Let x and y be nonzero nonnega- 
tive elements in L2(bI) such that (A”x, y) = 0, n = 0, 1, 2 ,,.. . The 
projection e onto n,“=O J(A%), where M denotes null space, is in 
CY, is not the identity operator since x # 0 and is not zero since 
.N(A”x) contains the carrier of y for all n by Lemma 2.1. If c is in 
L2(61) and 0 < c = Pg, then, for n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., (AAx, AC) = 
(A n+l~, c) = 0 since A”+i x and c have orthogonal carriers. Since 
AC > 0 and Amx > 0, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that the carrier of 
AC is contained in JI’(A”x) for all integers n > 0. Hence P,(Ac) = AC 
and consequently the range of P, is invariant under A. 
Remark 2.3. If a is the multiplication algebra of a localizable 
measure space (E, v), then Theorem 2 reduces1 to Lemma 1 .l. In 
the noncommutative case it does not seem possible to formulate 
indecomposability of A in terms of the irreducibility of (A} u i?if for 
some operator algebra 93 on L2(61). For the natural choice of a would 
be the commuter algebra of the Pierce projections P, . But if Q! is a 
finite factor (which is the case for the Fermion gage space), then the 
Pierce projections P, form an irreducible set on L2(GZ). Thus, if T is 
a bounded operator on L2(61) commuting with all Pierce projections, 
then, with 01 = Tl, the equations TPJ = P,Tl and TP,,l = PI-,Tl 
yield respectively Te = eae and T(l - e) = (1 - e) a( 1 - e). Thus 
01 = Tl = Te + T(l - e) = eole + (1 - e) a( 1 - e). Hence left and 
right multiplication by e yield respectively ecll = eote and ale = eoLe. 
Thus (Y commutes with all projections e in Q? so that 01 must be a 
scalar. Thus Te = ce for all e for some scalar c which shows that T 
is a multiple of the identity on L2(0!). Hence, in this case, indecom- 
posability of A cannot be equivalent to irreducibility of {A} v 9tY for 
the natural choice of 94’ if a Hermitian indecomposable operator A 
exists at all. 
1 We wish to thank Barry Simon for illuminating discussions of his joint work [30] 
before a manuscript was available, especially in connection with their Theorem IV.12. 
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DEFINITION. A strongly finite regular gage space is a finite regular 
gage space (%, GZ, m) such that 02 contains a family {flJaEo of finite- 
dimensional * subalgebras (containing the identity) which is directed 
by inclusion and such that UasD 0& is dense in L2(G!). 
A finite regular gage space (X, 0!, m) with commutative ring G! is 
strongly finite. The algebras aU may be taken to be those generated 
by finite sets of projections in Q? along with the identity operator. 
All of the gage spaces which we shall need to deal with in the 
applications are strongly finite. 
THEOREM 3. Let (Z, a, m) be a strongly jinite regular gage space. 
Let A be a nonxero, bounded, positivity-preserving Hermitian operator 
on L2(GZ). Let X = 11 A 11. Supp ose that there exists a number p > 2 and 
a real number M such that 
Then h is an eigenvalue of A. 
Proof. By assumption there is a collection {GZJ of finite dimen- 
sional t subalgebras of Q! which are directed by inclusion and such 
that lJ,& is dense in L2(OZ). Let P, denote conditional expectation 
with respect to GY, . Specificially, P,x is defined to be that unique 
element of Cpc, such that 
TW&d = ‘W-v) for all y in G$ . (2.6) 
Clearly, this defines P,x for all x in L1(@. Restricted to L2(@, P, is 
the orthogonal projection onto OZa . It follows from (2.6) that P, is 
positivity preserving. For let x 3 0 and y > 0. Then by Lemma 2.1 
Tr(xy) > 0 so that Tr((P,x) y) is real whenever y is Hermitian. This 
shows that P,x is Hermitian. If P,x = u - v, where u > 0, v > 0 
and u and v are in G?a with uv = 0, then putting y = v in (2.6) shows 
-Tr(v2) 2 0 and therefore v = 0. So P, is positivity preserving (cf. 
[7, Theorem 81). Moreover, the restriction of P, to LP(6Z) is an 
operator of norm one in this space. This follows for 1 <p < co 
from [18, Theorem 1, (c)] and [23, Definition 3.4, Corollary 12.61 
via the inequalities 
II P,x Ile = sup{1 WV’dy)l :Y E K , IIY II+, d 11 
= sup{1 ‘WvI : Y E QL, II Y IID* d 11 
G sup0 ‘JY~I : Y E Q4 Y simple, IIY lk G 1) 
= II x IID 9 
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where l/p + l/p’ = 1. Since uo: aE is dense in L2(QI), the net P, 
converges strongly, as a set of operators on L2(6Q, to the identity 
operator. 
Put A, = P,AP, . Then A, is positivity preserving, leaves Q!= 
invariant, and consequently by [17, p. 2021 has a nonnegative unit 
eigenvector $a in OZa of norm one with eigenvalue equal to 11 A, 11. 
The rest of the proof of existence of an eigenvector of eigenvalue 
11 A 11 is the same as that of Theorem 1. 
Remark 2.4 (added after submission of manuscript). W. Wils 
has modified the preceding proof of Theorem 3 so as to eliminate the 
requirement that @ be strongly finite. Thus CZ’ need only be a finite 
regular gage space. 
3. A PERTURBATION THEOREM 
Notation. Let (ti, 0J m) be a regular gage space. Let w be a 
densely defined operator on # which is measurable [23, Definition 2.11 
with respect to Q?. L, will denote the densely defined operator on 
L2(Or) given by L,u = vu whose domain consists of all u in L2(0Q such 
that the strong product VU is also in La(U). RV will denote the similarly 
defined right multiplication operator. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (2, GZ, m) be a finite regular gage space. Let 
H,, be a nonnegative self-adjoint operator on L2(GY) with null space 
spanned by the identity element 1 of 02. Let 01 be a self-adjoint element in 
L2(GY). Assume that H, + L, + R, is essentially self adjoint on its 
domain and that its closure H is bounded below. Assume further that 
0I n 9(H) = Oz n g(H,,). If t > 0 then exp(- tH) leaves no proper 
Pierce subspace invariant. 
Proof. Suppose that e is a nonzero projection in Q such that 
P, = L,R, commutes with exp( - tH) for some t > 0. By the spectral 
theorem it commutes with exp( -tH) for all I > 0. Since PJ = e 
we have 
P, exp(--tH)l = exp(--tH)e 
for all t > 0. Now 1 is in the domains of Ho, L, and R, and hence is 
in 9(H). Therefore the left side is differentiable at t = 0 and conse- 
quently,so is the right side. Thus e is in B(H). Differentiating at 
t = 0, we get 
P,Hl = He. (3.1) 
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Since e is in r?? n B(H), e is also in @II,). Hence, He = H,,e + are + ecL 
(strong products and sum here as usual). Also, Hl = I&l + 2~4 = 2a. 
Apply P, to both sides of (3.1) obtaining 
2eae = P,H,e + 2eare. 
Thus P,H,e = 0. Hence (Hoe, e) = (Hoe, PJ) = (PJ&,e, 1) = 0. 
Thus H,e = 0. Hence e = 1. This completes the proof. 
We shall need in the next theorem a version of the Stein inter- 
polation theorem [31] valid for gage spaces. We shall state and prove 
only the special case we need, which is that which follows from the 
three lines lemma [22, Theorem 12.81 rather than that which uses the 
more general theorem of Hirschman, (cf. [31]). 
PROPOSITION 3 (Noncommutative Stein interpolation theorem). 
Let (Z, @, m) and (.I%, g’, n) be jinite regular gage spaces. For each 
complex number z with 0 < 9(z) < 1, let T, be a continuous linear 
transformation from 0? (in operator norm) to Ll(3-Q. Assume that for 
each operator # in 0! and each p, in SJ the function @j(z) = Tr,( T,(#) v) 
is bounded and continuous in 0 < S?(Z) < 1 and analytic in 
0 < 9?(z) < 1. Suppose that 1 < p, , p, , q0 , q1 < 00 and that 
l/P = (1 - 4 - l/PO + S/P1 9 
I/!7 = (1 - 4 - lko + +71 > 
where 0 < s < 1. Suppose moreover that there are real constants 
A,, , A, such that 
II Tiv# I/a0 d 4 II * I190 
and 
for ally and all Z/I in GI. 
Then 
for all $ in 0t where 
Proof. Let 4 be in a and let v be in B. Write # = u 1 $ 1 
and q~ = v 1 q~ 1 for the polar decompositions of these operators. 
Write 1 # 1 = Jf X dE(h) and 1 q~ 1 = Jfh dF(h) for the spectral 
580llOll-5 
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resolutions of these operators. For bounded Bore1 functions f and 
g on [O, M&and l?A W, respectively, put 9(f) = u Jff(h) dE(h) and 
y(g) = v Jo g(h) D(A). Let p be the finite Bore1 measure on [0, M] 
given by p(B) = m(E(B)) f or any Bore1 set B. Define Y similarly on 
[0, N] using F(e) and n. W e h ave [ #(f)l = JF if(A)1 &(A) and for any 
number r, 1 < r < co, I] #(f)ll, = (Jf If(A +(X))llr, while for 
r = 00, II Kf)lL = ess sup If I, since m is a regular gage. Similar 
relations hold for y(g). Hence, putting 
r&f, g> = Trn((TzW)) did), 
we see that the bilinear form y8 is bounded and continuous on 
0 < 94?(x) < 1, analytic in 0 < 9(x) < 1, and satisfies 
where Y’ denotes the conjugate exponent to r and the norms are 
computed using p and v. 
It is shown in [31, Theorem l] (and only the three lines lemma is 
needed here) that then 
for all simple functions f, g. Since the function g(h) = A, h E [0, N], 
can be uniformly approximated by simple functions, since v is a 
finite measure, and since T&(f) is in F(g), it follows that 
for any simple function f. Since T, is continuous from GZ to L1(5?), 
since v is in ~8, since the function f (A) = A, X E [0, M], can be uni- 
formly approximated by simple functions, and since p is a finite 
measure it follows that 
The proposition now follows from [18, Theorem 1, part (c)l. 
Remarks. 3.1. The preceding technique of reducing a noncommu- 
tative interpolation theorem to a commutative one seems to have 
originated with Dixmier [7]. 
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3.2. The finiteness of the gage spaces in the preceding proposi- 
tion is clearly unnecessary. One need only postulate that T, take 
elementary operators to locally integrable operators in a suitably 
continuous manner. The full noncommutative Stein interpolation 
theorem based on Hirshman’s lemma is also valid in this context with 
no change of proof. 
3.3. In [32] the Stein interpolation theorem is generalized to 
include a noncommutative range space and commutative domain. 
A finite regular gage space (Z, CPI, m) such that m(l) = 1 is called 
a probability gage space. 
THEOREM 4. Let (SF, a, m) be a strongly finite probability gage 
space. Let H,, be a nonnegative self-adjoint operator on L2(@. Assume 
(i) exp(- tH,,) is a contraction in Lp(G!) norm for all t > 0 and 
all p in [l, 001 and exp( - TH,,) is a contraction from L2(01) to L4(GX) 
for some real number T > 0. 
(ii) Exp(-tH,) is positivity preserving for all t > 0. 
(iii) The null space of H,, is spanned by the identity element of GK 
Let v be a self-adjoint operator on SF. Assume 
(iv) v is in Lk(G!) f or some real number k > 2 and exp(-v) is 
in LP(0J) for all p < co. 
(a) H,, + V is essentially self-adjoint and its closure H is bounded 
below. 
(b) If E = ’ f p t m s ec rum H, then E is an eigenvalue of H of 
multiplicity one. There exists a corresponding eigenvector which is non- 
negative and has trivial null space. 
Remark. Conclusion (a) of the theorem depends only on the 
assumptions (i) and (iv). This part of the theorem is a noncommutative 
extension of a part of a theorem of Sega12 [28, Theorem 23. Once one 
observes that, for bounded v, exp( -tV) is a simultaneous left and 
right multiplication by e-6W (cf. Eq. (3.3) below), the proof is largely 
the same as Segal’s proof. One need only replace the Stein and Riesz- 
Thorin interpolation theorems by their noncommutative extensions, 
namely Proposition 3 and [18, Corollary 3.11 respectively. Most of the 
2 We wish to thank I. E. Segal for showing us a manuscript of his work [28] before 
its publication. 
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basic theorems in commutative integration theory extend to the non- 
commutative case. The next lemma contains the relevant noncommu- 
tative extension of Segal’s theorem. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (X, Gl, m) be a regular probability gage space. Let 
H, be a nonnegative self-adjoint operator on L2(Ql) satisfying (i). Let v 
be a self adjoint operator on S satisfying (iv). Then H,, + L, + R, is 
essentially self adjoint. Its closure H is bounded below and Gl n 9(H,) = 
GZ n .9(H). If E is the greatest lower bound of the spectrum of H, then 
E 3 --log(// e+LT). (3.2) 
Moreover for each t > 0 there is a number p > 2 such that exp(-tH) 
is bounded from L2(a) to Lp(a). 
Proof. Let v be a Hermitian operator in 6X Since L,, and R, are 
commuting (bounded) operators on L2(G!), we have for any real 
number 01, exp(-a(L, + R,)) = exp(-&,) exp(-aR,) = Le--bORe-OI1, . 
Thus, if V = L, + RW , then for any operator u in L2(GY) 
exp( --01 V)u = e-““ue-““. (3.3) 
The first part of the proof is based on the Trotter product formula [35] : 
exp(-t(& + V)) = strong i+i (exp(-tV/n) exp(--t&/n))” (3.4) 
which is valid when v is in GZ. 
Having observed the form of exp(--(II), the remainder of the 
proof is the same as that of [28, Theorem 2 and Corollary 2.31, keeping 
in mind the remark preceding the statement of the lemma. We make 
here some comments concerning the transition to the noncommutative 
case. 
If $I~ is a sequence in L2(OJ) such that II& IjP < c and such that $, 
converges to $ in the L2 norm, then II+ jjP < c. For if q is in OZ, then 
1 Tr(#y)j = lim 1 Tr(z/&q)j < c ]I v llPl where l/p + l/p’ = 1. The 
assertion now follows from [18, Theorem 1, part c]. This argument 
can be used to replace the use of Fatou’s lemma in [28]. We note 
also that a noncommutative version of Fatou’s lemma appears in [33]. 
We refer the reader to [18, Corollary 3.21 for a noncommutative 
extension of a well-known commutative inequality used extensively 
in [28]. 
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Finally we mention that the bounded approximations to the 
operator V = L, + R, which are appropriate to use in Segal’s proof 
may be taken to be V, = L, + Rvm , where o, = J> X &Y(h), E(e) 
being the spectral resolution of w. The operators L, and R, are self 
adjoint. The operator V itself need not be self adjoint but is essentially 
self adjoint because L, and R, commute. 
We have stated the lemma in the format of Segal’s theorem as 
given in [30]. 
Proof of Theorem. If v is a bounded Hermitian operator in GZ, 
it is clear from (3.3) that, if u > 0, then exp(-aV) u > 0 also. Since 
exp( -c&J is positivity preserving, it follows from the Trotter product 
formula (3.4) that exp(-rtH) is positivity preserving when v is 
bounded. For a general v satisfying (iv) the proof of Lemma 4.1 
shows that exp( - tH) is a strong limit of operators e-ufm with bounded 
V Hence exp( --tH) is positivity preserving for each t >, 0. By 
Llmma 4.1, exp( -tH) is bounded from L2 to LO for some t > 0 and 
some p > 2. Hence ]I exp(--tH)(( is an eigenvalue of exp( -tH) by 
Theorem 3. By Proposition 2, Lemma 4.1, hypothesis (iii), and 
Theorem 2, this eigenvalue has multiplicity one and there exists a 
corresponding nonnegative eigenvector with carrier 3. Conclusion (b) 
of the theorem now follows from the spectral theorem. 
4. THE GAGE SPACE FOR FERMIONS 
For any complex Hilbert space X’ we denote by A”(%‘) the 
Hilbert space of skew symmetric tensors of rank 12 over 9, 
n = 1, 2,..., and by Aa the complex numbers. A(&‘) will 
denote the direct sum C,“=. &(z?), and B will denote the element 1 
in AO(.%?) CA(#). D will b e called the bare vacuum. It is shown 
in [6] that for each x in 8’ there is a bounded operator C, on A(&‘) 
such that C,U = (n + l)li2 x A u when u is in A”(&‘), where x A u 
denotes P,(x @ u) and Pa is the antisymmetrization projection. The 
operator norm of C, is 11 C, 11 = /I x 11. Let A, = C,*. Then 
as is shown in [6]. 
GA, + -4G! = (x9 Y>l (4.1) 
By a conjugation on a complex Hilbert space 8 we shall mean a 
map J from A? to A? which is antilinear (J(a + py) = or Jx + B Jy 
for all x and y in Z and all complex numbers (Y and fi), is anti unitary 
((Jx, Jr> = (Y, ) f x or a x and y in ti, where ( , ) denotes the inner 11 
product on &‘), and has period two (J* = I). 
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We shall consider a complex Hilbert space Z with inner product 
( , ) and a given conjugation J on ~‘8. 
THEOREM 5. Let 2 be a complex Hilbert space with a conjugation J. 
For each vector x in 2 put 
B, = C, i- A,, . (4.21 
Let 22 denote the smallest weakly closed algebra of operators on A(&‘) 
containing all the operators B, , x in X. Then $2 is a strongly finite 
regular gage space with respect to the trace given by 
Tr(u) = (A?, Q). (4.3) 
The map u + uQ extends to a unitary operator D from L2(9?) onto 
4w- 
Remark 4.1. This theorem could be deduced from [26, Theorem 4 
and Corollary 4.11 to which it is equivalent. We shall give a direct 
proof however since it is fairly simple and most of the details of our 
proof will be needed anyway for the proof of the main theorem of 
this section, Theorem 6. Our formulation of Theorem 5 is more 
manifestly basis independent than [26, Theorem 41. We have been 
influenced in this respect by [29] which however gives a different 
representation of A(Z) in terms of Clifford algebras. The represen- 
tation of A(Z) given in [29] does not appear to be adaptable to the 
purposes of positivity considerations described in the preceding 
sections of this article. 
The results of [26] h s ow in a very compelling manner that the 
representation of A(S) g iven in Theorem 5 above is a very precise 
analog of the representation of the space P’(X) of symmetric tensors 
over Z as L2(Xr, normal distribution) where ZP is the J-real sub- 
space of A&‘. The latter representation has been the basis either directly 
or indirectly of much of the progress in the study of self-interacting 
Boson fields. 
For comparison with [26] the reader should take 
as the real Hilbert space to which the theory of the Clifford distribu- 
tion is applied in [26]. We have chosen to formulate Theorem 5 in 
terms of J and the complex space X instead of the J-real subspace 
Zr since (1) it is S which is given in practice, (2) &’ is coordinate 
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independent, i.e., supports a unitary representation of the Lorentz 
group, (3) J is describable in terms of well-known operators, (cf. 
Section 5), (4) computations are made more easily in A?, and (5) in 
the applications we give in Section 5 the elements of Zr are never 
charge eigenstates and therefore are never physically realizable, 
(cf. [34]). Our operator D is the inverse of the duality transform of 
[26], but we shall also refer to D as the duality transform. 
We shall refer to the algebra V in the statement of Theorem 5 as 
the weakly closed C&ford operator algebra of (~6, J). 
Proof of Theorem. Put (x, JJ) = (x, Jr). Then 
(Y, x> = (J”Y> $4 = (x9 JY) = (% Y>- 
Thus ( , ) is a symmetric bilinear form on Z’. It follows from (4.1) 
that 
Let V, denote the algebra generated algebraically by the operators 
B, , x in 2. Since B,* = BJ, it follows that V, is self adjoint and 
that its weak closure %Z is a Von Neumann algebra. 
The trace function defined by (4.3) is clearly a positive linear 
functional on %? with trace (I) = 1. To show that it is central, consider 
vectors x, x1 ,..., x, in 2. By using the anticommutation relations 
(4.1) repeatedly along with A&Z = 0, one deduces first that 
A,,B, = (y, x> I - B,A,, and then that 
Ad&, -%Q = i (-I)‘-‘(xj , x) B,, .a. jjzj . . . B,$, 
j=l 
where a h 
we have 
over B, means omit this factor. Thus, since C,*Q = 0, 
(Wz, --. B&-i?, Q) = i (-l)‘-‘(xj , x)(Bxl ... fjai a’. B&s’, Q). 
j=l 
Similarly, 
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Hence, 
Now, if n is odd, then (- l)j-l = (- 1)“~J and consequently 
(4&J, Q) = W&Q, Qh (4.5) 
where B = Bzl a-- Bz, . If, on the other hand, n is even, then B,BQ 
and BBS are both tensors whose nonzero homogeneous components 
are of odd rank only and are therefore orthogonal to Sz. Hence, both 
sides of (4.5) are zero and are therefore equal. Thus, (4.5) holds for 
all operators B in $?i . Since both sides of (4.5) are continuous functions 
of B in the weak operator topology, it follows that (4.5) holds for all 
B in %Z. If yi ,..., yn are in X’, then, applying (4.5) repeatedly, one 
obtains, for any B in V and for C = By, --- B, , (CBQ, Q) = 
(BCQ a). This extends as before to all C in V. Thus, the trace 
function given by (4.3) is central. 
Now if xi ,..., x, are in Z’, are orthogonal, and J real: Jxk = x, , 
then it follows, from the definition of the operators C, and B, , from 
(4.1), and from the identity A,&? = 0, that 
4 *-* Bznf2 = const x1 A .*. A x, . 
Since complex linear combinations of these vectors are dense in 
A(#), we see that W& is dense in A(2). 
Suppose that A is in 97 and that AIR = 0. If B is in g9,, then 
11 ABSZ [I2 = (B*A*ABLR, Q) = Tr(B*A*AB) = Tr(BB*A*A) = 
(BB*A*ASZ, In) = 0. H ence ABS2 = 0. Since %J2 is dense in A(&?) 
and A is a bounded operator, it follows that A = 0. Thus the map 
A -+ ASZ from V into A(%?) is an injection with dense range. 
If A is in %? and A 2 0 and A + 0, then, writing A = B2 for some 
Hermitian operator B in %?, we have Tr(A) = 11 BQ II2 > 0. So the 
given trace function is faithful. Thus, if m is defined on projections P 
in % by m(P) = (PQ, a), then m is strictly positive on nonzero pro- 
jections, is clearly completely additive, and is unitarily invariant since 
m( U*PU) = Tr( U*PU) = Tr( UU*P) = Tr(P) = m(P) by the cen- 
trality of trace. Thus, m is a finite gage on V. The trace function on +? 
corresponding to it is given by (4.3) as follows from the spectral 
theorem. Since II ASZ II2 = Tr(A*A) and V is dense in L2(V), the map 
D: A ---t Al2 extends uniquely to a unitary map from12(g) onto A(X). 
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Finally, if X is a finite-dimensional subspace of ti invariant under 
J, then the algebra %?i(%) generated by the operators B, , x in X, is 
a * closed finite-dimensional subalgebra of g1 of dimension 2”, where 
n is the complex dimension of X, since U,(X) is isomorphic by (4.4) 
to the Clifford algebra of (X, ( , )) (cf. [5, p. 37-4O]).3 The algebras 
%i(X) are directed by inclusion and have union equal to V, which is 
dense in L2(%). Thus (U, m) is strongly finite. This concludes the 
proof of the theorem. 
Remark 4.2. In the terminology of [26], the von Neumann algebra 
V of the preceding theorem is (a representative of) the ring of the 
Clifford distribution over XT , where %r is the J-real subspace of ,@‘. 
It is shown in [26, Corollary 3.41 that V is a factor of type II, . We 
shall not need to use this fact in the present work. The following 
corollary on the stochastic independence of orthogonal subspaces is 
also known [26, Theorem 31. 
For any J invariant linear manifold .%? of Z’ we denote by V(X) 
the weakly-closed algebra of operators on A(X) generated by all 
B, , x in X. 
COROLLARY 5.1. If X and 9 are mutually orthogonal J-invariant 
linear manifolds in 2, then 
Tr(uw) = Tr(u) Tr(w) (4.6) 
whenever u is in (%(S) and v is in V(2). 
Proof. Let x1 ,..., x, be in X and let yi ,..., ym be in 9. Let 
u = Bzl **a Bz. and let v = BYI **. B, . Then Tr(uv) = (uvQ, Q) = 
(vln, u*Q). From the definition of B, it follows that VQ is a finite 
linear combination of the products yi, A es* A yi, , k = 0, l,..., m, 
where the term with k = 0 is to be interpreted as Q and this term 
has coefficient (vln, Q). Similarly, u*s) is a finite linear combination 
of the products Jxd, A .** A Jxi, , I = 0, l,..., n. Since X and 9 are 
orthogonal and J Invariant, the two product vectors indicated are 
orthogonal unless k = e = 0. Thus (vG$ u*sZ) is a corresponding 
finite sum of inner products all of which are zero except possibly the 
* To facilitate the reader’s comparison of the present discussion with [5, pp. 37-401, 
we point out that if X is finite dimensional, then the linear extension of the map 
u + (n!)‘k, u E d”(2) establishes a similarity of C, with left exterior multiplication 
by x and a similarity of A,, with the antiderivation 8, . The bilinear form B&X, y) of 
[5] is to be taken as <x, y>. 
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inner product between the homogeneous components of degree zero. 
Thus, 
(VQ, u*q = (cd& L?)(u*l2, Q) = (d2, Q)(LQ, is). 
This establishes (4.6) f or such products u and ZI, and (4.6) now follows 
in general from linearity and (separate) weak continuity in u and v 
of both sides of (4.6) just as in the proof of centrality in Theorem 5. 
Now let A be a self-adjoint operator on a complex Hilbert space %. 
We denote by d.F(A) the skew-symmetric quantization of A. Speci- 
fically, denoting by F(eitA) the (strongly continuous) one-parameter 
group of unitary operators on A(Z) determined by r(eitA) u = 
eitA @ a** @ e%, u E A”(Z), n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., d.F(A) is defined as the 
infinitesimal generator of this group r(eitA) = exp(itdI’(A)). If 
A > 0 then by [6, Corollary 21 dI’(A) > 0 also. 
The next two corollaries will be needed for the applications in 
Section 5. L, and R, will denote the operations of left and right 
multiplication respectively on L2(V) by an element a in V. The next 
corollary is a version of [26, Corollaries 4.1 and 4.31. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let x be in 2. Put p = f(-I) and a = B, . 
Then 
DL,D-l = C, + A,, (4.7) 
and 
DR,D-l = (C, - A,,)/3. (4.8) 
Proof. If u is in L2(%?) and I$ = Du = A?, then DL,D-l# = 
DL,u = Dau = auQ = B,# which proves (4.7). 
Let E = (C, - A,,) /?. W e assert that, for any vector y in Z, E 
commutes with B, . This follows from (4.1) and (4.2) by a straight- 
forward computation, using the fact that /3, which is the identity on 
even elements of A(Z) and minus the identity on odd elements, 
anticommutes with B, . It follows that E commutes with all of %?. 
Let u be in %‘. Then Eus;! = uESZ = uC$2 = u(C, + AJz) 52 = 
uasZ = (R,u) Q = DR,u. Thus, EDu = DR,u for all u in V. Since 
ED and DR, are both bounded and V is dense in L2(9?), it follows 
that ED = DR, . This establishes (4.8). 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let x and y be in ~4’. Let 
u = (1 PI 44, - (1/W, JrY- 
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Then u is in %‘, Tra = 0, and 
D(L, + W-l = GC, + &a&, . (4.9) 
Moreover, Da = (l/2) C$,sZ. 
Proof. Put u = B, and z, = B, . Then by (4.4), we may write 
uv = 2(x, y> I - ZM and therefore 
R,, = 2(x, y)I - R,, = 2(x, y>I - R,R, . 
Hence 
by Corollary 5.2. Since /I anticommutes with C, - AJz and p2 = I, 
we obtain 
D&D-l = (1/2)(x, yY + (W)(G - Aa>(C, - 4,). 
We also obtain from Corollary 5.2 the equation 
DL,D-l = (l/2) DL,L,D-l - (1/2)(x, y)I 
= l/2(‘% + AdG + &J - UPKx, YX 
Adding the last expressions for DR,D-l and DL,D-l, we obtain (4.9). 
It follows from (4.4) and from the centrality of the trace that 
T@V,) = <x9 y>. H ence Tr(a) = 0. Applying both sides of 
Eq. (4.9) to D we obtain, in view of D-lQ = I, the equation 
2Do = CJ’,Q. This completes the proof of the corollary. 
THEOREM 6. Let Z be a complex Hilbert space with a conjugation J. 
Let m be a strictly positive real number. Assume that A is a self-adjoint 
operator on 8 satisfying A > ml. In the notation of Theorem 5, put 
H = D-ldr(A) D. If A commutes with J then 
(4 e--@’ is a contraction in Lp(%?) norm for all t > 0 and all p 
in [l, co] on the set LP(%?) n L2(%‘). 
( w e-tH is a contraction from L2(%) to L4(%) if mt 2 (log 3)/2. 
(4 e-lH is positivity preserving for all t >, 0. 
The proof depends on the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let J be a conjugation on a finite-dimensional complex 
Hilbert space X’. Let H = D-ldF(I) D. Then e-tE is a contraction from 
L2(V) to L4(%) if t >, (log 3)/2. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on the dimension of Z. If 
n = dimension X is zero, then the lemma is trivially true if one 
interprets V to be spanned by the identity element. We start the 
induction with n = 1, however, and in fact the induction step and 
the proof for n = 1 will be the same. Put Xr = {X E S : JX = s}. 
Let xi ,..., x, be an orthonormal basis of Zr. Let X = span 
(x2 ,-**, xn) over the complex numbers and let a = B.+ . Any element 
w in $7 can be written in the form 
w = u f av, (4.10) 
where u and v are uniquely determined elements in U(S). This fol- 
lows from the fact that the elements B,+ - *- B,,& , il < ia < -*a < ik , 
together with I form a basis of V. Now D carries this basis element to 
const xi1 A **a A xi8 which in turn is carried by exp(-UT(l)) to its 
product with e- tk. Thus, if e-Q = r and e-‘He, = s, then 
t+HW = r + e-%.L 
We note that, if n = 1, then u and e, are to be interpreted as scalar 
multiples of the identity and then I = u and v = s. In any case, Y 
and s lie in ‘Z(S). Assume that t > (log 3)/2. By the induction hypoth- 
esis we have 
which is clearly valid also for n = 1. 
Put x = e-&w. We note that a*a = I and a* = a. We compute 
11 x II4 . We have 
x*x = (r* + t+s*a*)(r + e%s) 
= 19 + e-2ts*s + e-t(s*ar + r*as). 
Hence 
1 z (4 = (z*z)” 
= (r*r + e-2ts*s)2 + e-2t(s*ur + r*us)z 
+ (Y*T + e-%*s) eb(s*ur + r*m) 
+ e-t(s*ur + r*us)(r*r + e-2ts*s). 
Now Tr(a) = 0 as follows from the definition of a and of the trace. 
Thus it follows from the centrality of the trace and from Corollary 5.1 
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and from the fact that r and s lie in 9?(X) that the trace of the last two 
terms in the last equation is zero. Hence 
II z II: = Tr I x I4 
= Tr{(r*r + e-‘%*s)2 + e-2t(s*ar + ~*us)~}. (4.11) 
Expanding the right side one obtains terms which can be estimated 
as follows 
Trl(r*y)21 = II y II: d II u II: , 
e-4t Tr{(s*s)2} = e-4t Ij s 11: < eAt 11 o11: , 
2e-2t Tr(r*rs*s) < 2e-2t II Y 11: II s IIt < 2e-2t jl u 11: 11 w 11: , 
e-2t 1 Tr{(s*ar)2}l = e-2t I Tr(ars*ars*)l 
< e-2t /I UYS* II2 
2 
< e-2t jl YS* II2 2 
since the operator norm of a is one. Moreover 11 YS* 11: = Tr(sr*rs*) = 
Tr(r*rs*s) < 11 Y 11: s113 < 11 u 11: (1 z, 11:. The remaining three terms on 
the right side of Eq. (4.11) can be estimated in a similar manner 
yielding 
II 2 IIt d II u 11: + e-4t II v II: + 2e-2t II 24 11: II v I!: + 4fr2t II u IIt II w II: 
G II u 11: + II w II”, + ckat II u II: II w IIt . 
Since t > (log 3)/2, there holds 6.5~~” < 2 and consequently 
II 2 II: G (II 24 II; + II 0 II;,“. 
But 
II w II: = Tr{(u + aw)*(u + uw)} = Tr{u*u + w*w} + Tr{w*uu + u*uw}. 
The last trace is zero because u and o lie in U(X). It follows that 
11 z 11: < 11 w IIt, concluding the proof of the lemma. 
Remark 4.3. The number t = (log 3)/2 is the smallest value of t 
making e-lx a contraction from L2(G9) to L4(V) in the preceding lemma. 
This may be seen by taking n = 1, u = I and w a real multiple of I. 
The right side of Eq. (4.11) can then be computed explicitly. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let J be a conjugation on a finite-dimensional complex 
Hilbert space 2. Assume that A is a Hermitian operator on 3E” com- 
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muting with J and such that A > 0. If H = D-ldr(A) D, then eetH 
is positivity preserving for all t > 0. Moreover e-tH is a contraction on 
LP(%)forp = 1 andp = co. 
Proof. We first consider the case in which A is a one dimensional 
projection commuting with J. Then A has a J-real unit vector xi in 
its range. Using the notation of the proof of Lemma 6.1 we may 
write w = u + av for an arbitrary element w of V(Z) where u and v 
are in V(Z), and 3? = (x&L. It suffices to show that e-tH(w*w) 3 0. 
Now w*w = (u* + v*a*)(u + av) = u*u + v*v + u*av + v*au. 
Using the basis described in the proof of Lemma 6.1 together with the 
fact that A is zero on X, one sees that e-tH multiplies each basis 
vector by e+ or one according as a occurs as a factor or not. Hence 
e-tH(w*w) = (u*u + v*v) + e-l(u*av + v*au). Consequently 
evtH(w*w) = ect(u*u + v*v + u*av + v*au) + (1 - eet)(u*u + v*v) 
= e&w*w + (1 - e-t)(u*u + v*v) 
> 0. 
Now we drop the restriction that A be a one-dimensional projec- 
tion. Since the spectral projections of A are real polynomial functions 
of A, the spectral projections commute with J. Moreover, by choosing 
a J-real basis for the range of each spectral projection it is clear that 
each spectral projection can be written as a sum of one-dimensional 
projections commuting with J. Thus we may write A = C hiPi 
(finite sum) where the Pi are orthogonal one-dimensional projections 
commuting with J and each Ai > 0. Thus, if Hi = D-ldl”(Pj) D, 
then the operators Hi commute and 
Since each factor preserves positivity so does the product. 
In order to prove that e-tH is a contraction on L”(F) we return to 
the case in which A is a one-dimensional projection onto the span of 
x1 E tip and we continue the notation of Lemma 6.1. If w is given as 
in (4.10), then e-@fw = u + e-“av. We assert that there is a unitary 
operator U on A(Z) such that 
U-l(u + av)U = 24 - av. (4.12) 
In fact let U be the unitary on A(#) induced by the reflection extend- 
mg xi -+ -xi , xi + xi, j > 2. Thus, U multiplies u = xi, A .*a A xi, , 
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il < j2 < --*j, , k = 0, l,..., n, by -1 or +l according as the factor 
x1 is present in the product u or not. The operator w = Bzil *** B,,, , 
i1 < i2 < *a- < i, , m = 0, l,..., n, takes CJ to a scalar multiple of 
another such product vector T of basis elements. If ir = 1, then x1 
occurs as a factor in T if and only if it does not occur as a factor in u. 
Thus, if ir = 1, then U-lw Ua = - w(r. Since the products u form a 
basis of A(Z), we have U-lwU = -w in this case. If i, # 1 (or 
w = I), then x1 occurs as a factor of 7 if and only if it occurs as a 
factor of (T. Thus, in this case, U-lw Uu = wu for all such products u. 
Hence, U-lwU = w. Hence, (4.12) holds. 
It now follows from (4.12) that u + av and u - av have the same 
operator norm. But e-tHw lies on the line segment joining these two 
operators in view of the identity 
24 + e+fzv = ((1 + e-t)/2)(u + av) + ((1 - e-t)/2)(u - av). 
That is, eetHw lies inside the ball of operator norm radius 11 w Ilrn . 
Hence, 11 e-law Ilrn < 11 w Ilrn . The proof that e-tH is a contraction on 
L”(V) for the most general A asserted in the lemma now follows from 
the rank one case in the same way as did the positivity-preserving 
property of ewtH. It follows that e-tH is also a contraction on Ll(%‘), 
since L1 and L” are dual under the pairing (u, v) = Tr(vu) and 
e-tH is its own adjoint in this pairing by virtue, in part, of 
(ectHv)* = (ectHv*). 
Remark 4.4. In the context of the previous lemma, we note that 
one can deduce quite easily that e-l* is bounded on Lp, p = 1 or co, 
merely from the fact that e-tH is positivity preserving and carries I 
to I. Thus if w is Hermitian and 11 w Iloo < 1, then I & w > 0 so that 
I f e-tHw > 0 which implies II e-lHw Ilm < 1. Thus, &a is a contrac- 
tion in L” norm on the Hermitian elements. From this it follows 
that edtH is bounded on all of L” with norm at most two. The same 
conclusion then follows for the L1 norm by duality. 
Proof of Theorem. We first note that if A is a nonnegative self- 
adjoint operator on X and A, is a net of nonnegative self-adjoint 
operators on A? such that, for each t > 0, e-lRe converges strongly to 
e-tH then e-tdr(Aa) converges strongly to eetdrcA) for each t > 0. This 
follows from the uniform boundedness of all the operators concerned 
together with the equation 
e-tdr(A)xl A 0.. A x, = (c+%~) A ... A (e-tA~n), 
which is valid for all nonnegative operators A. 
(4.13) 
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Suppose that A is a nonnegative operator on Z of finite rank which 
commutes with J Let .% denote its range. Then 9 is a J-invariant 
finite-dimensional subspace of 9. For any finite-dimensional J-invar- 
iant subspace X of 2, we denote by ql(X) the finite-dimensional 
subalgebra of V generated by (Bz ; x E X}. Put /l(Z) = gi(Z) Q 
where D is the vacuum state described in Theorem 5. Clearly A(X) 
may be identified with the exterior algebra of X in a natural manner. 
If % is a J-invariant finite-dimensional subspace of &? containing 9, 
then it follows from (4.13) that A(X) is invariant under e-ldrlA), that 
Vi(X) is invariant under D-lee tdr(A)D, and that by considering the 
restriction of A to Z, Lemma 6.2 is applicable. Thus, if 
H = D-Ur(A) D, then e-Q > 0 if u > 0 and u is in %1(X). Also 
IIe-fH411~Il~lllf 11 or a u in U,(X). Now, if V, = u U,(X) where 
the union is taken over all J-invariant finite-dimensional subspaces 
containing 9, then %Y1 is dense in L2(9?) and in U(V) in the respective 
norms. If u is in L2(V) n Lr(%?), there is a sequence u, in V, which 
converges to u in both L1 and L2 norms. Thus, for any v in %? and 
t > 0, 
I(e+%, cp)l = lim j(e-%, , cp)l 
< lim;up II e-tHU, Ill II v Ilm 
< lim;up II un Ill II v IL 
= II 24 Ill II ?J I/m ’ 
It follows from [18, Theorem l(c)] that e-% is in Ll(V) and that 
II e-% IL G II u II1 . N ow, if u is in L2(%) and u > 0, then there is a 
sequence u, in V, such that u, + u in L2 norm and such that u, > 0. 
Such a sequence can be obtained, for example, by observing that the 
orthogonal projection Px onto gi(Z) is a conditional expectation 
operator (see the discussion of this in the proof of Theorem 3) so 
that Psu > 0. For some sequence #m of finite-dimensional J-invar- 
iant subspaces containing 9, the vectors u, = Pxu converge to u 
in L2 norm. Thus, for any v in W with v > 0, there holds 
(e-l%, 91) = lim,(e-“Ru, , y) 2 0 which implies that e-% > 0. 
Next, assume that A is a bounded nonnegative operator commuting 
with J. Let P, be a net of finite-dimensional projections on &’ which 
commute with J and converge strongly to the identity operator. Put 
A, = P,AP, . Each A, is of finite rank. A, converges strongly and 
boundedly to A and A, > 0. Hence, e--1Aa converges strongly to 
e-l* and, if H, = D-l &‘(A,) D and H = D-l C(A) D, then e-l-% 
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converges strongly to e- uz for each t 2 0. Thus, the equation 
(e-Q, y) = lim,(e-‘Hmu, v), u ELM, v E V shows, by repeating 
preceding arguments, that e- 1H is an L1 contraction on L1 n L2 and is 
positivity preserving on L2. 
Finally, if A is an arbitrary nonnegative self-adjoint operator on Z 
commuting with J, let A, = $ h #(A) where E(m) is the spectral 
resolution of A. Since the projections E(a) commute with J, so does 
A, . Since eMiAn converges strongly to e-lA, it follows as in the pre- 
ceding paragraph that exp( --D-l U(A) D) is positivity preserving 
and an L1 contraction. By duality, it is also a contraction in L” norm 
and by the Riesz-Thorin-Kunze Theorem [ZS, Corollary 3.11, it is 
a contraction in Lp norm for all p in [l, co]. Thus parts (a) and (c) of 
the theorem are established. 
In order to prove part (b), we put N = U(1) and observe that, 
since I leaves invariant each J-invariant finite-dimensional subspace 
X, e--t@ND leaves invariant WI(X) and by Lemma 6.1 is a contrac- 
tion from L2 norm to L* norm on ‘Z,(X) if t > (log 3)/2. Since X 
is arbitrary, we have I(exp(---tD-lND) U, q)/ < 11 u [I2 I] v ]14/a for all 
u in %?I and all y in %. The inequality persists for all u in L2(%) and 
by [18, Theorem 1, (c)] it follows that e--IDmlND is a contraction from 
L2 to L* if t > (log 3)/2. N ow, under the hypothesis of the theorem, 
A 3 ml and by [6, Corollary 21, dI’(A) > mN. These two operators 
commute. It results that e-tdr(A) < e-mlN and that E = emtnre-tdr(A) 
has operator norm at most one. Thus, e-1H = e-mlD-‘NDD-lED is a 
contraction from L2(V) to L*(V) if mt > (log 3)/2. This concludes the 
proof of the theorem. 
5. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF THE PHYSICAL VACUUM 
FOR A FERMION INTERACTION 
In this section we shall show how the preceding theorems can be 
used to establish the existence and uniqueness of the physical vacuum 
for a quantized spin l/2 Dirac particle in four-dimensional space- 
time interacting via a momentum cutoff Yukawa interaction with an 
external neutral scalar field. 
We begin with a review of well-known facts [2, 3, 341 and establish 
notation. 
Let S denote four-dimensional complex spin space with positive 
definite inner product ( , ). We use a metric (gij) in Minkowski space 
which we take diagonal with signature minus 2 and let {#I be the 
usual Dirac matrices (operators on S) satisfying #yk + rk# = -2gjkI. 
580/10/x-6 
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The covering group G of the full homogeneous Lorentz group acts 
faithfully on S and the Hermitian-symmetric sesquilinear form 
(24, v) = (iyou, v) 
is invariant under the subgroup G’ of orthochronous elements of G. 
With the choices of sign made above there is an antilinear map 0 
on S of period 2 such that (eu, 8~) = (v, U) for all u and z, in S and 
which commutes with all yj, j = 0, 1,2, 3. The operator T = y1y2y3 
is in G and corresponds to the Lorentz transformation consisting of 
reflection in the hyperplane t = 0. We denote this hyperplane simply 
as E,. Let X = L2(E, ; 8). Specifically, X consists of S-valued 
functions $ on E, such that 
For a given mass m > 0 the covering group 9 of the full inhomogen- 
eous Lorentz group acts unitarily in % with the help of the Dirac 
equation (with mass m) and irreducibly. X decomposes under the 
orthochronous subgroup of $9 into two irreducible parts X+ and K 
such that the infinitesimal generator of time translation is positive on 
X+ and negative on %I. The nonorthochronous elements of 9 
interchange X+ and XV . The antiunitary operator UC on .X defined 
bY vG7w) = 44 ), h h x w ic is charge conjugation in the one-particle 
theory, also interchanges X+ and K . Now, (non Wigner) time 
reversal on X is given by z+5 -+ T# where (T+)(X) = T+(X), x in E, , 
and this interchanges X+ and %I- . Wigner time reversal T is the 
product of this with charge conjugation. Thus 
(Tm4 = W(4; (5.2) 
T leaves X+ and K separately invariant. 
According to the Dirac hole theory the one-particle space for a 
free spin l/2 Dirac particle is the direct sum 
The Hilbert state space for the free Dirac field is the space II(&) 
of all skew-symmetric tensors over Z. The free Hamiltonian H,, for 
the field is given by 
Ho = dr(B @ B), (5.3) 
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where B is the restriction to LK+ of the infinitesimal generator of time 
translations. As is known, B > ml. 
We denote by Q the total charge operator on /l(s) with the first 
summand of X having charge minus one. Specifically, if we put 
then 
r;(x Or) = t-4 Or, 
Q = dr(5), 
(5.4) 
where r and dI’ have been defined in Section 4. Now T has period 
four and in fact r2 = -I on 5’. Consequently, 
T2= -IonX+. (5.5) 
It follows from this and the antiunitarity of T that the operator J on 
Z given by 
J(x Or) = (-TN 0 TX (5.6) 
is a conjugation on .F. This conjugation will play an important role 
in the following considerations. 
We shall have occasion to use the operator C on II(%) defined by 
c = r(c), (5.7) 
where c(x By) = y @ X. C is the field-theoretic charge-conjugation 
operator. (It is linear over the complex numbers and is not a conjuga- 
tion.) 
We note that the conjugation J is the restriction to 8 of the 
operator FCP where F = r( T @ T) is time reversal and P = I’( -5) 
is intrinsic parity. (See [3a, pp. 109, 1121, for a discussion of intrinsic 
parity.) However we shall not have occasion to use this description 
of J. 
The J-real subspace ZP of 8, which is the set of all $ in X’ for 
which J# = IJ, consists of all those sums x @ y such that y = TX. 
This follows from the definition of J. Interpreting the first summand 
in GP as the state space for a single positive energy electron and the 
second summand as the state space for a single positive energy 
positron, the J-real subspace of X may be described as the set of all 
electron-positron one-particle states whose positron component is the 
same as the electron component but going backwards in time. (Of 
course, such a state cannot be physically realized, according to present 
beliefs, because it is not an eigenstate for Q.) 
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In order to describe the interactions that we shall be interested in, 
we shall need the time zero Fermion fields which may be described 
as follows. For any function u in L”(E, ; S), let V+ and er- denote its 
projections in ~6, and K respectively. Then U,w- is in %+ . We 
denote by $(v) the bounded operator on A(%) given by 
4@4 = 4v+@o) + c(o@ucb-)) . (5.8) 
Injections of X+ into Z will occur frequently as in (5.8), and we shall 
henceforth adopt the following notation. If an element u in .X+ is 
to be injected into X+ @ 0 C 2, we shall simply write u for its 
injection. Any possible confusion will be easily clarified by the 
context. If an element u in X+ is to be injected into the second sum- 
mand, we shall write zi for its injection. Thus, we write (5.8) hence- 
forth as 
VW = A,+ + %cv-,- * (5.9) 
The map z, -+ $(v) is antilinear in v and represents the operator 
which in the conventional terminology of the physics literature would 
be denoted as JE3 ($(x), v(x))~ d X, where the subscript S indicates the 
inner product in S and #(x) is the Dirac field at time zero. We shall 
need also the operator field which corresponds to the conventional 
expression JEa $(~)fm d X, where f is complex valued. This may be 
described as follows. 
Let f be a complex-valued function in L2(E,). If ZJ is in S, then 
uf (a) is in L2(E, ; S) and consequently #(uf) is defined as an operator 
on /l(X). Let r~~i and P)~ be in (1(Z). The expression (#(uf) v1 , v2) 
for fixed f and y1 is antilinear in u and in q2 and continuous in u and 
v2 . Since S is finite dimensional it therefore follows that there is a 
unique vector in S @ cl(Z) which we denote by #(f) qr such that 
One verifies readily that a,h(f) is a bounded operator from /l(Z) to 
S @ (1(s). In fact, for any orthonormal basis u1 ,..., up of S there 
holds 
For C&I ui @ W+f) v-4, u @ 4) = Cr (% , 4M%f 1 R ~‘1 = 
(#(G (u, uj) +f> v, 4) = (Kuf) q, 4) for any u in s and q~ and 4 in 
4W. Thus, #(f > is a sum of four bounded operators. 
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We consider henceforth a fixed real-valued function f in L2(E,). 
PutfJy) =f(y - x). Let 
VW4 = Wi>, xeE3. (5.12) 
Then #f(*) is a function on E, whose values are bounded operators 
from A(Z) to S 8 A(%). z&r(*) is the Fermion field at time 0 with a 
momentum cut-off given by the Fourier transform off. 
For each x in E, the adjoint IClr(x)* is a bounded operator from 
s @ A(3Y) to rl(i?tq. Put 
where iy” @I acts on S @I A(&‘). &(x)~ is the adjoint of &(x) com- 
puted with respect to the Lorentz-invariant sesquilinear form on 
S @ A(Z) determined by ( , ) on S and the inner product on /l(s). 
Let v be a real-valued function in Ll(E,). Let 
where the integral is to be interpreted as a weak integral and the 
real-valued function U(X) is given by 
In being the bare vacuum state as in Section 4. a(x) is real because 
ire is Hermitian. That the weak integral exists and is a bounded 
operator follows from the following well known facts: (1) the map 
x +f, is continuous from E, to L2(E,), (2) the map v -+ #(v) is 
continuous in operator norm as a map from L2(E, ; S) to operators 
on A(X), and (3) the inequality 
holds uniformly in x (cf. (5.1 l)), w h ere the left side denotes the oper- 
ator norm of #f(x). 
THEOREM 7. Let N denote the number operator on A@?), i.e., 
N = dr(I) where I is the identity operator on Z. Let 
b = infNHo + H&4 $4 : # E %.I~ n -@, II # II = 11. 
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Let &n be a real number such that b + 6m > 0. Let 
H = Ho + HI + F-W? 
where HI is given by (5.13). Then H is a self-adjoint operator on A(Z) 
and is bounded below. Let E, = inf(spectrum H). Then E,, is an eigen- 
value of H with multiplicity one. There exists an eigenvector $ of H 
belonging to E0 which corresponds via the duality transform of Theorem 5 
to a positive element of L2(9?) with trivial null space, when J is given 
by (5.6). 1+5 lies in the zero charge sector and is invariant under charge 
conjugation. That is, Q# = 0 and CZ+!I = #. 
Proof of theorem. Let 
~(4 = M4” +%4 - 4xY. (5.15) 
In outline, the proof consists first in showing that the terms in p(x) 
corresponding to pair creation and annihilation correspond via the 
duality transform to a sum of a left and right multiplication by a 
Hermitian element u(x) in V. It will then follow that the contribution 
to the total Hamiltonian H from the pair creation and annihilation 
terms in HI is also such a sum. We shall then show that the sum of the 
remaining terms in H have the form dP(A), where A satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 6. We will then be in a position to apply 
Theorem 4 to obtain the main result of the present theorem-namely 
that E,, is a simple eigenvalue. 
To begin the proof we choose an orthonormal basis ui ,..., uq for 
S which is O-real, i.e., Ox,. = uj , j = l,..., 4, and such that the Dirac 
matrices yO,..., y3 are given by [14, p. 241. In particular we shall use 
and 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
To avoid unnecessary repetition of the subscript x we first consider 
the operator 
P = W)” W) - al (5.18) 
with a = ($(f)“+(f) X2,52) and later we replace f by fz . 
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From (5.11) we have for any u in S and x1 and x2 in /l(Z) 
#(f)*(u 0 4 = c (u, %> 1cI(uif>*? UES, XEA(sq. (5.19) 
It follows that 
p=c<u k 7 %> t’+,f>* $+kf) - al. (5.20) 
j.k 
Since f is a real-valued function and ui is &real, j = l,..., 4, the 
vector uif (a), which is in L2(E, ; S), is real with respect to charge 
conjugation U, . Let p, be the component of ujf (e) in X+ . Then the 
component of ujf (e) in K is Ucpi since Uc(uif) = urf. Thus 
%f ('> = Pj + ucPj > pj E AC+ , j = l)...) 4. (5.21) 
Since UC2 = I it now follows from (5.9) that 
Thus 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
Let pr be the sum of the pair creation and annihilation terms of p. 
That is, 
(5.24) 
Let p2 = p - p1 . The constant a was selected so that (pQ, .Q) = 0. 
Since (pi&?, Q) = 0 and since the anticommutator of a creation and 
annihilation operator is a scalar multiple of the identity operator, it 
is clear that the presence of the term -aI in p is equivalent to 
replacing terms in p2 of the form ApCq by -C&l, (normal ordering). 
We shall need to describe pi explicitly. 
In view of the matrix form of y” only four of the 16 terms (uk , z+.) 
are nonzero. Specifically, (ur , u2) = -i, (u2 , ul) = i, (us, u4) = i, 
<% 9 us) = -i. All other (uk , Us) = 0. Hence 
Pl = +-+%,c~~ + A&%3 + (C,,C,, + A$Pz)J 
+ CC,%+, + AQ%,,) - (C&e-~ + Ai$LJ~~ (5.25) 
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In view of the matrix form of T, Eq. (5.17), we have TZ+ = u4 and 
ru2 = --~a . Since f is real valued, we have, by virtue of the definit- 
tion (5.2) of Wigner time reversal T, the equalities T(uf) = u4f 
and T(~12f) = -u3f. That is, T(p, + U,pJ = p, + U,p, and 
T(P2 + UcP2) = -P3 - UcP3 * s ince T leaves X+ and X invariant, 
it follows that 
TP, = P, 3 TP, = -P, . (5.26) 
With the identification, as usual, of pi with pj @ 0 and of jj with 
0 @pi we obtain from (5.6) and (5.26) the following table 
(5.27) 
Using this table to eliminate p, , j3 , p, , and j4 from the right side 
of Eq. (5.25) we obtain for pr , after regrouping, 
Pl = i{-(c,2c$, + AJ,2AJ&) + (c~,c$~ + AJ~,AJfi,) 
+ (CJ$~CJ,~ + 4/b,) - (CJ~,CJ,, + 4~,4,>>* (5.28) 
We now apply Corollary 5.3 to each of the four quantities in paren- 
theses in the last equation. Thus, adopting the notation of Theorem 5 
we put 
where (p, 4) = (p, 14) for p and p in &F’. By Corollary 5.3, u is in 
%, Tr(a) = 0, and 
D(L, + RJD-l = pl. (5.30) 
Moreover, 
Da = (l/2) p,Q. (5.31) 
As noted above, the presence of -aI in the definition of p is equivalent 
to normal ordering the terms in z,b”(f) #(f). It follows that p3lR = 0. 
Consequently, Da = (l/2) pii? Hence, a is independent of the choice 
of basis ur ,..., u4 of S. Moreover, by (5.30) p1 is determined by m so 
that the decomposition p = p1 + pz is also independent of the choice 
of basis of S. 
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Now II pi II = Iljj II < ll.fL~ and II BP IL d 2 II P II for all P in .@‘. 
Thus it follows from (5.29) that 
II 0 I/co d 10 Ilo; > (5.32) 
where (I u [loo denotes the operator norm. Moreover cr is Hermitian. In 
order to show this we note that it follows from (5.24) and from 
(uk , uj) = (ui , z+) that pi is Hermitian. Hence, from (5.30) it fol- 
lows that L, + R, is a Hermitian operator on L2(V). Thus, 
(Lo* + Roe) I = (L, + Ro) I. That is, 2a* = 2~. 
Now we replace f by its translatef, and put U(X) = (l/2) D-lp(x) Q. 
The elements pi in the preceding discussion now depend continuously 
on x and it follows from (5.29) that the map x -+ U(X) is continuous 
from E, to ‘%? in operator norm. Moreover II a(x) Ilrn < 10 l]fllia . Let 
Cl,= I E, 44 944 dx (weak integral), (5.33) 
where p)(x) is the given external field. q has been assumed to be a 
real-valued integrable function on E, . Thus, 01 exists and is in g. 
Clearly 01* = 01 and 
Wa + JW’-l = f PI(X) v,(x) dx (weak integral). (5.34) 
-% 
The right side of the last equation is the sum of all pair-creation and 
pair-annihilation terms of HI . 
We turn our attention now to the remaining terms in HI . Returning 
to Eq. (5.23), and in view of the observation following Eq. (5.24), we 
have 
pz = i (u,t 3 uW,/,, - Cj,-$,). 
j.k=l 
(5.35) 
Let E be the restriction of p2 to A?. Then for any x in Z-P 
Ex = POX 
= jl c"k 9 u,>(fd%Pk) -$k(%f%b (5.36) 
Since pa is Hermitian, so is E. Moreover, E clearly has finite rank-in 
fact its rank is eight. By [6, Lemma 11, we have 
p2 = dF(E). (5.37) 
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We assert that E commutes with J. This may be verified by a 
straightforward though lengthy computation of EJx and JEx using 
the values of (U k , z+) given above, and the table (5.27) for J in com- 
bination with (5.36). Alternatively, we may note the discussion in the 
paragraph following Eq. (5.7) an d use the well-known fact that p, and 
hence p2 , commutes with time reversal Y, and with field-theoretic 
charge conjugation C. Since E clearly leaves invariant each of the 
X+ summands of X, it commutes also with 5 and hence finally with J. 
Now, we replace f by f, and obtain corresponding operators pz(x) 
and E(x) related by (5.36) and (5.37). Clearly E(x) is continuous as a 
function of x from E, to the space of trace class operators on Z. 
Moreover the trace class norm of E(x) may be estimated from (5.36) 
by II E(x) II tr cl G 8 llflliz . Since y is integrable, the integral 
F= 
s E(x) ~(4 dx E3 
exists as a Bochner integral, the integrand being a strongly measur- 
able function on E, into the Banach space of trace-class operators on 
2. F is therefore a trace-class operator and commutes with J since 
the integrand does. Now dI’ is a bounded operator from the (real) 
Banach space of Hermitian trace-class operators on X to the Banach 
space of bounded operators on (1(Z). Hence, it commutes with the 
last integral. Thus, 
(5.38) 
Now, let b and Sm be as given in the statement of the theorem. 
Write G for the one-particle free Hamiltonian. Thus, G = B @ B, 
where B = (m2 - 4)lj2 acting in X+ . H,, = dr(G) by definition. 
H,, + (sm) N is self adjoint on its domain because H,, and (Sm) N 
commute, both are nonnegative, and the domain of N contains the 
domain of H,, . Since H1 is bounded and Hermitian, His a self-adjoint 
operator which is bounded below. Now, the number b is the lower 
bound of the operator G + F, because the pair creation and annihila- 
tion terms of HI have a vanishing expectation in any one particle state. 
Thus, the operator A = G + F + (am) I > pI, where I denotes 
the identity on 2 and p = b + (am) > 0. Now, it is well known 
(and follows easily from the definition of T and the scalar nature 
of B) that T commutes with B. One verifies easily from this 
that J commutes with G. Hence, J commutes with A. Now 
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dr(A) = dr(G) + (am) N + X(F) (cf. [6, Theorem 21) which 
equals H,, + (&z) N + dr(F). Thus, by Eq. (5.34) and (5.38) 
H = dr(A) + D(L, + R,)D-1. (5.39) 
Hence, 
D-IHD = D-ldT(A)D + L, + R, . (5.40) 
The null space of D-l dr(A) D is spanned by the identity operator 
since the null space of Z(A) is spanned by L? Thus, in view of 
Theorem 6, the operator D-l dr(A) D satisfies all the hypotheses 
required in Theorem 4 of the operator which is denoted in Theorem 4 
by H, . It thus follows from Theorem 4 that E,, is a simple eigenvalue 
of D-lHD and hence of H and that there is a corresponding eigen- 
vector # of H such that D-‘# is nonnegative and has a trivial null 
space in A(#). 
In order to conclude the proof of the theorem, we first observe that 
H commutes with the spectral projections of Q and with C. This is 
well known but may be deduced from the following facts: (1) G com- 
mutes with 5 and with eitc so that H, commutes with eitQ. (2) $(z+f) 
takes any Q eigenstate to another Q eigenstate with an increase of 
eigenvalue by one. Similarly #(z+J)* lowers by one the Q eigenvalue 
of a Q eigenstate. This shows that HI commutes with the spectral 
projections of Q. (3) G commutes with c (cf. Eq. (5.7)). Hence Ho 
commutes with C. (4) CC,C-l = C’j and CC#Y = C, . Using this 
and taking into account the anticommutation relations one can verify 
that the various terms in pi , as given in Eq. (5.28) are merely permuted 
by charge conjugation so that Cp,C1 = pi . (5) The same argument 
applies to pa as given in (5.35). Cp,C1 = pa follows in this case from 
the equation <uj , uk) = -(uk , ui), all j, K. 
Now the spectrum of Q consists of all integers. If P, is the projec- 
tion onto {x E A(%‘) : Qx = jx), th en, for each j, Pjt+b is an eigenvector 
of H with eigenvalue E,, . For each j, either P++h = 0 or P++b = c,b, 
since E, has multiplicity one. There is exactly one number j for 
which Pi+ = I,$ and this number j must be zero for otherwise I/ 
would be orthogonal to Sz, which contradicts the equation 
(#, JJ) = (D-V, 1) = Tr(D-l#) > 0. Hence, # is in the domain of Q 
and Q# = 0. 
Similarly, using CL’ = 52, and (4, 1;2) > 0, it follows that the 
Hermitian unitary operator C (which has a two point spectrum) 
leaves # fixed. This concludes the proof of Theorem 7. 
Remark 5.1. The mass normalization was included in Theorem 7 
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in the form of an additional term, (8m) N, in the total Hamiltonian. 
Mass renormalization could also have been accomplished in a manner 
more appropriate for the interaction of a Fermion field with a quan- 
tized Boson field. Specifically, the theorem and its proof remain 
valid if, instead of adding the term (am) N, one changes the constant 
m. In this case, m should be chosen so as to make the constant 6, 
which appears in the statement of the theorem, strictly positive. The 
Hilbert space Z changes when m is changed. Nevertheless, b can be 
made positive by choosing m sufficiently large. This can be seen by 
observing that in view of inequality (5.14) one may bound HI by a 
constant independent of m so that 
b = inf(([(m2 - A)1’2 0 ( m2 - Ll)l12 + HI]+, $) : II * II = 1, * E %3 
will be positive if m is sufficiently large. Thus, the theorem would 
read, in part, as follows. There exists a positive number m, such that, 
if m > ml, then Ho + HI has a unique ground state. 
6. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF A PHYSICAL ONE-PARTICLE 
REST STATE 
The existence and uniqueness of the physical vacuum discussed 
in the preceding section did not depend in any direct way on the 
kinematics of the individual Fermions. Specifically, in Theorem 6, 
on which Theorem 7 depends, very little detailed information about 
the operator A is required in order to establish the positivity-preserv- 
ing property of exp(--H). In particular, the kinetic energy function 
of the Fermion, which enters into A, does not play a really crucial 
role as long as it is bounded below. It merely affects the size of the 
mass renormalization constant 6m. In the present section, we shall 
investigate the existence and uniqueness of the physical one-particle 
rest state for a polaron (i.e., a spinless nucleon) interacting with a 
Boson field, and we shall see that in this case positivity depends 
rather delicately on the kinematics of the polaron, i.e., on the nature 
of its kinetic energy function E(p). The positivity-preserving char- 
acter of exp(-t * (total Hamiltonian)) arises in the present application 
for reasons which are, in part, quite different from those discussed 
previously in the literature or in this article. 
We begin by reviewing some well-known facts in order to establish 
notation. 
We consider an (n + 1)-dimensional space-time and denote by En 
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the n-dimensional hyperplane t = 0. In future investigations of the 
removal of cutoffs for the present model, we envision that the cases 
n = 2 and 3 will be of principle interest. The one-particle Hilbert 
space Z for the Boson field is identifiable with a space of complex- 
valued positive energy solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation. 
Specifically, let En’ denote momentum space, i.e., the dual space of 
En . Let p be a strictly positive constant, the Boson mass, and put 
w(k) = (pZ + I k 12y2, where / K 1 denotes the length of the vector K 
in E,‘. For each function g in L2(E,‘, d/z), where dk denotes Lebesgue 
measure on E,’ put 
2(x, t) = 1, g(k) e-i(s.k-t”(k))w(k)-l’2 dk, XEE,, (6.1) 
where x * k denotes the pairing between E, and En’. &x, t) is then 
defined for each t as an L2 Fourier transform over E, . The function 
g( .) e--W” o(-)-~/~ is in L2(E,‘, dk). One verifies easily that the func- 
tion t is a solution, in the sense of distributions, of the Klein-Gordon 
equation: 
( 2(x, 4 = P2& 4. 6-Q 
Denote by 2 the space L2(E,‘, dk). The inhomogeneous orthochron- 
ous Lorentz group acts on .%? via its natural action on d. That is, 
(U(L)g)^(x, t) = &L-1(x, t)). It is well known [2] that this equation 
determines U(L) as a unitary operator on 9 and that the map 
L -+ U(L) is an irreducible unitary representation of the orthochron- 
ous inhomogeneous Lorentz group. The natural time reversal operator, 
&x9 4 - 66% -4, carries elements of 2 to negative energy solutions 
of the Klein-Gordon equation, i.e. out of 2. The Wigner time 
reversal operator T, defined by 
Kc (x, t) = &x, -4 (6.3) 
is, however, well defined in # and is an antiunitary operator in A? 
of period two. Thus, T is a conjugation on A?. Denote by tir its 
real subspace. Thus if g is T-real then, by (6.3), &x, 0) is real. Con- 
versely, if &x, 0) is real, then Tg = g as one can verify easily using 
(6.1) and (6.3). Th us, ZP may be identified with the aid of (6.1) with 
those positive energy normalizable (i.e., in X) solutions of the Klein- 
Gordon equation which are real at time zero. 
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The state space for the Boson field may be taken to be the Hilbert 
space 9’(S) of all symmetric tensors over Z. Equivalently, one may 
take the state space for the Boson field to be the space L2(Zr, d), 
where d denotes the normal distribution with variance parameter one. 
The equivalence between these two descriptions is well known [25, 
Theorem 31 and corresponds to the fact that a free Boson field may 
be regarded as an assembly of harmonic oscillators. The generator A 
of time translations is, by (6.1), multiplication in L2(&‘, dk) by the 
function w(k). Its quantization dT(A), which acts on y(Z), is a non- 
negative self-adjoint operator. We let (Y, V) be a probability space 
associated with the normal distribution over ST . Then we denote 
by (H& the duality transform of dT(A); cf. [25]. Thus, (HO& is a 
nonnegative self-adjoint operator on L2( Y, V) = L2(HT , d) and it is 
known [1 1, 27, 281 that e- t@& is positivity preserving in L2(Y, v), 
is a contraction on D(Y, v), 1 < p < co, and for some t > 0 is a 
contraction from L2( Y) to L4( Y). 
We shall need the Boson field at time zero. Letf be a real function 
in L2(En , dx). The linear functional F on L2(E,‘, dk) defined by 
Qd = jpnf(Y) l(Y, 0) dY 
is clearly continuous. In fact, slightly less smoothness on f would 
suffice for continuity of F because of the factor w(K)-lj2 in (6.1). 
However, square integrability off will suffice for our purposes. Now 
F is a real-valued continuous linear functional on Zr and, conse- 
quently, corresponds to a measurable functionf; on Y. We define the 
smoothed time zero field v(f) to be the operation of multiplication 
on L2(Y, V) by the function P with its natural domain. Thus, 9)(f) is 
a self-adjoint operator on L2( Y, v). 
Henceforth, we consider a fixed real function f in L”(E, , dx). Let 
f,(r) =f(r - 4 IJet 
93(x) =?-UC& XEE,. (6.4) 
The time zero BosonJield with momentum cutofJ may be defined as the 
operator valued function x -+ p)(x), x in E, . The momentum cutoff 
function in this case is the Fourier transform off. It is customary to 
take f even as well as real so that its Fourier transform will be real. 
It is also customary to take its Fourier transform to be nonnegative. 
However, neither of these two assumptions will be pertinent to our 
considerations and we shall assume neither. 
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Thus, v(x) is the operation of multiplication by the measurable 
function r;(, corresponding to the continuous linear functional F, 
given by 
Fdd = @Y - 4 d(Y, 0) dY* (6.5) 
We define an n-dimensional polaron to be a particle whose Hilbert 
state space is L”(E, , dx). Its kinetic energy function E(p) is a nonnega- 
tive measurable function on E,‘. The two cases of primary interest are 
the relativistic kinetic energy function, E(p) = (m2 + 1 p 12)1/2, and 
the nonrelativistic kinetic energy function, E(p) = 1 p 12/(2m). In 
both cases, m is a nonnegative constant-the polaron mass. In the 
nonrelativistic case, m must be strictly positive. 
The Hamiltonian for a polaron in the absence of interactions is 
thus the operator B = E(iV) which is to be interpreted as a self- 
adjoint operator on L”(E, , dx) by defining it as the Fourier transform 
of the operation of multiplication on L2(E,‘, dp) by E(p) with its 
natural domain. 
The Hilbert state space for the combined system, polaron plus 
Boson field, is then the tensor product; Z = L”(E, , dx) @L2(Y, v). 
The free Hamiltonian for the combined system is 
which is self adjoint (because the two summands are nonnegative and 
commute). 
The space Z can be identified with the spaceL2(E, x Y) with the 
product measure in a natural and well-known way. It can likewise be 
identified with the space L”(E, ; L2( Y)) of square integrable strongly 
measurable L2( Y) valued functions on E, . Each of these ways of 
viewing the state space X is useful. Thus, identifying X with 
L”(E, ; L2(Y)), we define an operator V on z%? by 
(~w4 = 9,(x) Qw, XEE,. (6.6) 
Here, 4(x) is in L2( Y) for almost every x in E, , and the domain of V 
consists of those # in X such that 4(x) is in the domain of v(x) for 
almost every x and such that SE, 11 p)(x) #(~)[\:a(~) dx < 00. 
With regard to measurability questions in the preceding definition 
of V we note that the map x -+ F, is continuous from E, to (Zr)* 
and therefore so is the map x -+r;i, from E, to L2( Y), since the map 
F + p is an isometry from (3$)* to L2( Y). Hence, if #(x) is a constant 
x in L2( Y), then exp(isv(x)) #(x) = exp(ispJ x is continuous as a 
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function of s and x to L2( Y) and for each s is therefore strongly meas- 
urable (i.e., it is a pointwise limit a.e. of simple L2(Y) valued func- 
tions). Thus, if #(*) is a simple L2( Y) valued function, then eis++)$(~) 
is strongly measurable as a function of x for each s and continuous 
in s as a function to X. It now follows from the uniform boundedness 
of the operators e iBq(5) on L2( Y) that firstly the map x -+ eis~(s)#(x) 
is strongly measurable when $(.) is, secondly the map x -+ v(x) #(x) 
is strongly measurable if $(a) is strongly measurable and #(x) is in 
53(?(x)) for almost every x in E, (because the derivative is the limit of 
a sequence), thirdly the map s --t eisq(*)#(*) is continuous if ZJ is in 
L”(E, ; L2(Y)), and fourthly V is a self-adjoint operator on X (since 
it is the infinitesimal generator of the indicated one-parameter unitary 
group). 
Identifying X with L2(E, x Y) we note that, since eisq@) is a 
multiplication operator on L2( Y) for each x, it commutes with all 
multiplication operators on L2(Y) for each x. Hence, eisY commutes 
with all multiplication operators on L”(E, x Y). Hence, so does V. 
It follows from the u-finiteness of E, x Y that V is itself multiplica- 
tion by a jointly measurable function V(x, 4) on E, x Y. 
We define the total Hamiltonian H on X by 
H = HO + V. (6.7) 
It is known [19] that V is a Kato potential with respect to I @ (H& . 
Hence, since E(p) > 0, it is also a Kato potential with respect to 
H,, . Therefore, H is self adjoint and bounded below (cf. [16, Theo- 
rem 4.11, p. 2911). 
PROPOSITION 4. Assume that E(p) is continuous and ertE(p) is a 
positive dejinite function of p for each positive real number t. Then e-” 
is positivity preserving on L2( E, x Y). 
Proof. For each point x in E, put 
H,(X) = (&lb + &+ VW 
Then since v(x) is, for each x, a Kato potential relative to H,, by 
[19], H,(x) is a self-adjoint operator on L2( Y). Since q(x) is multiplica- 
tion on L2( Y) by a normally distributed random variable, it satisfies 
hypothesis (iv) of Theorem 4. As noted above, e-t(Ho)a satisfies hypoth- 
eses (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4. It follows from the proof of Theorem 4 
that e-tHl(z) is positivity preserving on L2(Y) for each x. Put 
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Thus, Hi is a self-adjoint operator on X which is bounded below. 
Identifying % with L”(E, ; L2(Y)) as before, we note that an L2(Y) 
valued function # on E, is a positive element if and only if for almost 
all x in E, , $(x) >, 0 a.e. on Y. Moreover, 
wl1cl)(4 = P4M4 + d4 VW 
= H,(x) I)(X) a.e. (6.10) 
whenever $J is in the domain of HI. Thus, 
(eetH1#)(x) = eBtH1(*)#(x). 
Consequently, e- tH1 is positivity preserving on L”(E, x Y). Now, 
H = B @I I + HI (and the domain is correct). We may apply the 
Trotter product formula to obtain 
It suffices therefore to prove that e-t(B@‘) is positivity preserving and 
for this it suffices to prove that e-tB is positivity preserving on L2(E,). 
Define h,(x) by 
e-tEW = 
s 
eix’ph,(x) dx, p in E,‘. (6.11) 
E, 
It follows from the hypothesis of the proposition that h,(x) dx is for 
each t > 0 a positive finite measure on En . But we shall write it as 
if it had a (necessarily nonnegative) density h,(x), since this is so for 
the two cases of primary interest mentioned above. 
The operator e-lB is then given by convolution with h, . 
(e-““+)(x) = s #(x - Y)ht(y) 4. (6.12) & 
Thus, if # > 0 a.e., then e-%/ > 0 a.e. also. This concludes the 
proof of the proposition. 
Since E, x Y is an infinite measure space, Theorem 1 is not 
applicable. In fact, H,, itself does not have any eigenvectors in 
L”(E, x Y) except in the uninteresting case that E(p) is constant on 
some set of positive measure. 
We shall be concerned with proving the existence and uniqueness of 
a lowest eigenvector for H in the (infinitesimal) subspace of A? corre- 
580/10/1-7 
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sponding to total momentum zero. In geometric terms, the method 
consists of showing that this subspace, which is invariant under H, 
intersects the positive cone of A? in a nontrivial but smaller cone. 
In view of Proposition 4 the smaller cone is preserved by e-1H, and we 
shall see that Theorem 1 is applicable. We shall not use Proposition 4 
directly but rather we shall use the facts and notation established in 
its proof. We first make the statements of this paragraph precise. 
We define several unitary representations of the translation group 
of E, as follows. Let (S&J)(~) = #(y - X) for II, in L2(E,). The map 
x -+ S, is a unitary representation of the additive group E, . Define 
T, on ~7 by 
(T,g)^ (Y, 4 = B(Y - x7 9, XEE,. (6.13) 
In view of (6. l), T, multiplies g(k) by eix.k and is a strongly continuous 
unitary representation of E, in X. Moreover, it leaves the real sub- 
space #r invariant. Now, any orthogonal transformation T on Zr 
induces a unitary transformation U on L”(Zr, d) = L2( Y, V) [25, 
Corollary 3.11. Moreover, the unitary transformation U is positivity 
preserving on L2( Y, V) b ecause, identifying L2( Y, V) with the L2 norm 
completion of the square integrable (with respect to Gauss measure) 
tame functions on &, , its action on such tame functions is given by 
(WV4 = .w-lh) (6.14) 
and the nonnegative tame functions are dense in the set of nonnegative 
functions in L2(Y, v). Let U, be the unitary operator on L2( Y, v) 
corresponding in this manner to T, . Then the map x + U, is a 
strongly continuous unitary representation of En by positivity-pre- 
serving operators on L2(Y, u). The strong continuity follows, for 
example, from the fact that the map T -+ r(T) is strongly continuous 
from the unitary group of X (strong operator topology) to the unitary 
group of 9(Z), where r(T) denotes the natural extension of T to 
9(s). Finally we define 
R, = & 0 u, > XEE,. 
Then the map x -+ R, is a strongly continuous unitary representation 
of E, by unitary operators on X. The infinitesimal generators of this 
representation are, by definition, the total momentum operators of the 
system consisting of the Boson field plus polaron. More specifically, 
if u is a unit vector in E, then one customarily defines the observable 
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“total momentum in the direction U” to be the (self-adjoint) infinites- 
imal generator of the one-parameter group s -+ R,, . 
PROPOSITION 5. The translation group R, commutes with B @I, 
I 0 WJb , V, Hl, and H. 
Proof. B commutes with S, since both go into multiplication 
operators under Fourier transformation on L2(E,). Hence, B @I 
commutes with R, for each X. The multiplication operator A on 
L2(&‘, dk) similarly commutes with T, . Hence, (II&, , which is the 
duality transform of d&4), commutes with U, for each x and, there- 
fore, I @ (II&, commutes with R, . Now e(x) is the operator of multi- 
plication on L2(Y) by the random variable fl’, , where F, is the linear 
functional (a tame function) given by (6.5). Since the operators 
Cl,, x in E, , are automorphisms of the L” algebra of Y, and in fact 
extend to automorphisms of the algebra of all measurable functions 
(modulo null functions) on Y, the operator U;‘?(X) U, is the operation 
of multiplication by U;‘r;‘, which is the random variable on Y corre- 
sponding to the linear functional F, o T, . One computes readily from 
(6.5) that F, 0 T, = F,, . Thus, 
U2dWz = 9(x - 4, x, z in E, . (6.15) 
Now, taking X = L”(E, ; L2( Y)), we have, for #(a) in X, 
hw = Udb(x - 47 x, x in E, , (6.16) 
by the definition of R, . 
For #(*) in the domain of V we have, therefore, 
and 
(R,V$q(x) = UdfJ(x - 4 #(x - 4 (6.17) 
(VW)(x) = v(x) Uz#(x - 4 
= U&(x - x) 4(x - x) (6.18) 
by (6.15). Hence, R,V = VRz for each x in E, . Since Hl and H are 
respectively sums of two or three of the operators just discussed 
(cf. (6.7), (6.9)), the proposition is proved. 
In view of Proposition 5 general theory now indicates that the space 
LV? may be decomposed as a direct integral over E,’ in such a way 
as to reduce all the operators mentioned in the proposition. However, 
we shall carry out the reduction explicitly since we need some detailed 
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information about the reduced operators. Proceeding informally for 
a moment, we recall that a momentum eigenfunction for the combined 
system with total momentum p in E,’ may be defined as a vector # 
such that 
R,# = eiz.ptj for all x in E, . (6.19) 
There is actually no such I/ in X since the total momentum operators 
have, in fact, only a continuous spectrum, as will be seen. Continuing 
informally and identifying # with a function from E, to L2( Y), we 
combine equations (6.16) and (6.19) to obtain U&(x - 2) = ei.“#(x) 
for all x and z in E, . Putting z = x, we obtain 
z)(x) = e-iz’pUz#(0). (6.20) 
Now #(a) is clearly a bounded function from E, into L2( Y) if #(O) is 
in L2( Y), but it is not in L”(E, ; L2( Y)) = SC if #(O) is not zero. 
Defining R, on L”(E, ; L2( Y)) by Eq. (6.16), one verifies easily that 
(6.20) defines a momentum eigenfunction of total momentum p for 
any vector #(O) = x in L2(Y). The preceding discussion is made 
precise in the following proposition, which shows that the function 
4(e) given in (6.20) may be regarded as a generic element in the 
infinitesimal subspace of total momentum p in a direct integral 
decomposition of 3?. For another treatment of the same direct 
integral decomposition of X, we refer the rreader to [4, Chapter 41. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let x(s) be in L2(E,’ ; L2( Y)). Dejne an operator W 
by Wx = I/J, where 
9(x) = (2~)-“/~ IEn, e-““.“U&p) dp. (6.21) 
The integral is to be interpreted as a limit in the mean of integrals over 
a sequence of balls increasing to E,‘. Then W is a unitary operator from 
L2(Em’, L2(Y)) onto X. Moreover, for each z in E, 
(WIR,Wx)(p) = eiz.px(p) a.e. on E,‘. (6.22) 
Proof. If g denotes the Fourier transform operator: 
from L2(E,‘) to L2(E,) and if G : X -+ 3? is defined by (G+)(x) - 
U,+(x) for $ in L”(E, ; L2(Y)), then, identifying L2(E,’ ; L2(Y)) with 
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L2(K) @ L2(Y), one sees readily that W is just the product, 
W= G(c.F@I), of t wo unitary operators and therefore is unitary. 
Combining (6.16) and (6.21), we obtain 
(R,+)(x) = U,a,G(x - z) = (2~r)+‘~ sEn, e-i’“-“‘.“U,U,-,,(p) dp 
= (2ny2 IEm, e-~~~pU&~px(p) dp. 
This establishes Eq. (6.22). 
PROPOSITION 7. The integral decomposition of X given in the 
preceding proposition reduces B 6 I, I @ (H& , and V. Specifically, 
w-v 0 PO)b) W = 10 WO)b 3 (6.23) 
w-1vw = I @ q-J(O), (6.24) 
and if E(p) satisjies equation (6.1 I), then 
(W-le-t(B@J)Wx)(p) = SE% h,(y) t+“*U-,x(p) dy (6.25) 
for all t > 0, if h,(y) dy is a $nite signed measure. In Eqs. (6.23) and 
(6.24), the notation on the right side is that which is appropriate for 
identifring L2(E,’ ; L2( Y)) with L2(E,‘) @ L2( Y). Finally, let P denote 
the (n-tuple of) injkitesimal generators of the unitary group U, relative 
to some orthonormal basis of E, . That is, 
Then 
u, = &P, XEE,. (6.26) 
W-lB OIWX)(P) = E(P - P>x(P) (6.27) 
for almost all p if Wx is in the domain of B @I. 
Proof. It was shown in Proposition 5 that (H&, commutes with 
U, . This establishes (6.23) in view of the equation W = G(F @I) 
established in the proof of Proposition 6. It follows from (6.15) that 
U&J(O) = dx) uz and therefore Uzeiw(0) = eiwfz) U, on L2( I’). 
Hence, if 1,4 is given by (6.21) then 
(eisvt))(x) = eis~fz)#(x) 
= (%T)-~/~ SE”, e-i5*PUse*~(0)X(p) dp. 
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This establishes (6.24). Finally, in view of (6.12), we have, for # given 
by (6.W 
(+ 9464 = s 4(x - Y) ht(y) 4 &I 
ei”*pU-,x(p) h,(y) dy) dp. (6.28) 
This equation establishes (6.25) in case x(a) has compact support in 
E,’ (so that the interchange of integrals in the last equation is justi- 
fied). Since both sides of (6.25) define bounded operators on 
L2(E,’ ; L2(Y)), the equation is valid for all x(s) in L2(E,’ ; L2( Y)). 
Finally, combining Eq. (6.11) with (6.25) yields 
( W-le-t(B 0’) Wx)( p) = 1 h,(y) ei~+-P)X( p) dy 
= ,-tm-PL&), 
where, for each p in E,‘, E(p - P) denotes a self-adjoint operator on 
L2( Y) which is a function of the commuting family PI ,..., P, of self- 
adjoint operators on L2( Y) comprising the infinitesimal generators of 
the unitary group U. . Differentiation at t = 0 now establishes the 
last assertion of the proposition. 
THEOREM 8. (E xis ence t and uniqueness of physical one-particle 
rest state.) For each vector p in E,’ let 
H(P) = u&)b + E(P - p> + do), (6.29) 
where P denotes the n-tuple of momentum operators for the Boson field. 
Then H(p) is a self-adjoint operator on L2(Y) and is bounded below. 
Assume that E(p) is a continuous function of p and that e-tE(p) is a 
positive definite function of p for each real t > 0. Let 
h(p) = inf(spectrum H(p)). 
Then h(0) is an eigenvalue of H(0) of multiplicity one. There is a corre- 
sponding eigenfunction which is greater than zero almost everywhere on 
Y. Moreover 
h(O) < h(p) for all p in E,‘. (6.30) 
These conclusions hold, in particular, if E(p) = 1 p 12/(2m), m > 0, or 
E(p) = (m2 + 1 p 12)lj2, m > 0. 
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Proof. As noted in the proof of Proposition 4, ~(0) is a Kato 
potential relative to (H,,), and, therefore, since E(p - P) is nonnega- 
tive and commutes with (H&, , it is a Kato potential relative to 
wfo)tJ + E(P - PI. H ence, H(p) is self adjoint and bounded below 
for each p. Let 
K = (H& + -q--P) - E(O). 
Now E(p) - E(0) > 0 for all p in En’ as follows from Eq. (6.11) 
and the positivity of h,(x). Hence, K > 0. Moreover, the constant 
function 1 on Y is invariant under the group U, as follows from 
Eq. (6.14). Hence, the generators of the group representation U, 
annihilate the constant functions. Therefore, (E(-P) - E(0)) 1 = 0. 
Since (H& 1 = 0, it follows that the null space of K contains the 
constant functions. These constitute the entire null space of K since 
this is true of (H&, and since E(-P) - E(0) > 0 and (H& > 0. 
In virtue of Eqs. (6.25) and (6.27), we have 
e-t’EkP)-E’O))X = 
s 
etE(O)h,(x) U-,x dx 
4 
for all x in L2( Y), where e tE(o)hd(~) dx is a positive measure on E, of 
total mass one. Now, in view of Eq. (6.14) and the orthogonal invar- 
iance of the normal distribution, the transformations U, are not only 
positivity-preserving unitary operators onL2( Y) but also are isometries 
on L*(Y) for 1 < 4 < co. In particular, taking 4 = 1, we obtain 
11 e-t(E(-Pb-E(0)) x Ill < JEn II u-,x II1 etE(O%(x) dx
for x in L2( Y). The strong measurability of the integrand in (6.31) as 
a function of x to L1( Y) follows from its strong measurability to L2( Y) 
and the fact that the L2 norm is stronger than the L1 norm. Since 
eCttHo)b is also a contraction on L1( Y) (cf. [28]) and since the summands 
of K commute, it follows that e-tK is a contraction on L1(Y) for all 
t > 0. Since K is self adjoint, e--tx is also a contraction on L”( Y) and 
therefore on D(Y), 1 < p < CO, as well. Moreover, it follows from 
(6.31), the positivity of h,(x) dx, and the positivity-preserving property 
of U, that e--f(E(-p)--E(o)) is positivity preserving. Since e-t(Elo)b is posi- 
tivity preserving, e-W is also positivity preserving. Moreover, e-1K 
is a contraction from L2( Y) to L4( Y) for some t because e-f(Bo)b is such 
and the other factor is a contraction on L2. Since ~(0) is multiplication 
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by a normally distributed measurable function, all the hypotheses of 
Theorem 4 are now verified with K playing the role of H, in that 
theorem. Hence, the lower bound h(0) of the spectrum of H(0) is an 
eigenvalue of H(0) of multiplicity one, and there is a corresponding 
eigenfunction which is greater than zero almost everywhere on Y. 
The assertion that A(0) < A(p) is equivalent, by the spectral theo- 
rem, to the assertion that 
,/ ,-e?(9) II < II e-tH(o) II (6.32) 
for some t > 0. We prove (6.32). To this end, we write 
L = Fob + 4-v 
so that H(p) = E(p - P) + L. By the Trotter product formula, we 
have, for x in L2( Y), 
e-tH(9)X = k$ (,-ctlk,EcP-P,,-ctlk,L)L)~~. (6.33) 
Now, e-lL is positivity preserving on L2( Y) for t > 0. For any posi- 
tivity-preserving bounded operator A on P(Y) and any function f 
in L2 and constant 13, the inequality Re eief < 1 f ( shows A(Re e”“f) 
< A 1 f 1 a.e., and, since A preserves real parts, Re eieAf < A 1 f 1 a.e.. 
HenceIAfI <AIf a.e.. If $ is in L2( Y), then, by (6.25) and (6.27), 
Hence, 
e-tE(p-P)# = j h,(x) ei~*~U-.J dx, * ELB(Y). (6.34) 
E?l 
I e- tE(9-P)e-%/ 1 = 1 jEn h,(x) eix.9U-ze-tLz,b dx 1 
< J’ 
ht(x) U+,ctL 1 $ I dx a.e. 
&I 
a.e. 
Hence, putting $ = (exp( - tE( p - P)/k) exp( - tL/k))“-l X, we obtain 
Since the operator on the right of the last equation is positivity pre- 
serving, we can procede by induction to obtain 
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Thus, in view of (6.33), we obtain 
, e-tHhdX , < e--tH(0) , x , a.e. 
Hence, 
II evtH(“)x llLB < II e+(O) II II x IL2 , 
and this establishes (6.32). 
It remains to show that exp( - t 1 p 12/2m) and exp( - t(m2 + 1 p [2)1/2) 
are positive-definite functions for each t > 0. The first has Fourier 
transform equal to exp(-- 1 p 12/2t) times a positive constant, as is 
well known, and therefore is positive definite. The second may be 
shown to be positive definite as follows. Let g(s) = exp( -t(m2 + s)l12) 
for t > 0 and s > 0. Fixing t > 0, one sees easily by induction that 
for each n there is a polynomial p, with positive coefficients such that 
g(“)(s) = (- 1)12p,((m2 + s)+~) exp(-t(m2 + s)lj2). Thus, 
(-l)“g’“‘(s) > 0, n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
Hence, by Bernstein’s theorem [36, p. 1601, g(s) is the Laplace trans- 
form of a positive finite measure ol: 
Hence, 
g(s) = /r e-u* da(u), s 2 0. 
s 
m 
e-ton*+lPlv’~ = e-“lpl* da(u). 
0 
Since e-+pl’ is positive definite for each II > 0 and cx is positive, it 
follows that exp(-t(m2 + 1 p I ) ) 2 1/2 is also positive definite. This 
concludes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 8.1. Let E(p) = (m2 + p2)lj2, where m is a nonnega- 
tive real number. Let h = A(0) be the energy of the physical one-particle 
rest state. Let H be the total Hamiltonian of the combined polaron-Boson 
system given in Eq. (6.7). Then 
inf(spectrum H) = A. (6.35) 
Proof. By Proposition 7, H is the direct integral of the operators 
H(p). Since H(p) > h(p) > X f or all p by the theorem, it follows that 
H > A. Now, for any vectors p, q, I in E,‘, there holds 
IJm---r)--E(q--r)l < IP--ql. 
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Hence, H(p) - H(q) is a densely-defined bounded operator with 
norm not exceeding 1 p - 4 I. Let E > 0. Let u be the physical one- 
particle rest state. That is, let u be a unit vector in L2(Y) such that 
H(0) u = Au. Th en since g(H(p)) = @H(O)), u is in the domain of 
H(P) for all P and II - 4 u II < II(H(0) - 4 u II + II I P I u II = 
Ip I. Define x in L2(E,’ ;L2(Y)) by x(p) = cu if Ip I < E, x(p) = 0 
otherwise, where c is a constant chosen to make x a unit vector. Then, 
by Proposition 7 and eq. (6.29), 
ll(H - 4 Wx II2 =s,; W(P) - 4x(P)II” d. 
Since IV’ is a unit vector and E is arbitrary, X is in the spectrum of H. 
This concludes the proof of the corollary. 
Remarks. 6.1. The preceding corollary remains valid not only 
for E(p) = (m2 + I p 1 ) 2l/2 b t 1 u a so under the more general continuity 
and positive definiteness hypotheses made in Theorem 8. The proof 
is more complicated, however, and we envision that only the case 
actually proved here will be of significant interest. The proof for the 
more general case combines the techniques used in Corollary 8.1 
with the techniques used in [16, Theorem 1.14, p. 4311. 
6.2. The method we have used to establish the existence and 
uniqueness of the one-particle physical rest state seems limited to the 
momentum-zero subspace. Thus, forp # 0, the operator exp(--H(p)) 
can not be expected to be positivity preserving on L2( Y) since it 
clearly is not positivity preserving when the potential ~(0) is not 
present. Furthermore, although the operator e-fH preserves positivity 
in the total polaron-Boson state space Z, by Proposition 4, never- 
theless the infinitesimal subspace A$ consisting of functions # of the 
form (6.20) contains, for p # 0, no positive functions on En x Y 
except #(x) = 0. Thus, the natural choice of a positive cone in the 
(momentum = p) infinitesimal subspace =%$ is a trivial cone. For 
p = 0 positivity of #(x) for all x is clearly equivalent to positivity of 
#(O), and this, in fact, is the sense of positivity which underlies the 
proof of Theorem 8. 
In spite of the limitation of the method to the momentum-zero 
subspace, evidence based on work in progress indicates that existence 
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and uniqueness of the physical one-particle rest state is adequate for 
a variety of purposes, including removal of the momentum cutoff in 
this model in both two and three spatial dimensions. This will be 
studied elsewhere. 
6.3. If the model discussed in this section is put in a “box”, 
i.e., if En is replaced by an n-dimensional torus T, , then the entire 
discussion goes through with some simplifications. Specifically, since 
T, x Y is a finite measure space, Theorem 4 and Proposition 4, sup- 
plemented by some of the arguments in the proof of Theorem 8, 
show that H has a unique ground state in the entire space X. One 
can show easily that the ground state has total momentum zero. In 
this case some of Remark 6.2 can be stated more simply, since the 
total momentum operators have discrete spectra. Namely, the inter- 
section of the positive cone of L2( T, x Y) with an eigenspace of the 
total momentum operators consists only of zero unless the eigenspace 
corresponds to total momentum zero. This seems to lie at the bottom 
of the inapplicability of our method to the proof of existence and 
uniqueness in these subspaces. 
6.4. We note that the existence of the vacuum state proved in 
[ll] also follows from the commutative case of Theorem 4. The 
necessary estimates on the potential I’ can be deduced from [lo]. 
6.5. Theorem 8 is related to Theorem (3A) of [4] as follows. 
Cannon shows that for each sufficiently small neighborhood G of zero 
in momentum space E,’ the physical one-particle state of momentum 
p in G exists and is unique provided the coupling constant is taken 
sufficiently small (depending on G). The method used requires the 
coupling constant to be small even at p = 0. (Cannon also removes 
the momentum cutoff.) Our Theorem 8 yields existence and unique- 
ness of the physical one-particle state at p = 0 only but allows 
arbitrary real values for the coupling constant. 
6.6. High order polynomials in v(x) of even degree with posi- 
tive leading coefficient could be added to the total Hamiltonian with- 
out changing the conclusion of Theorem 8. The proof would then 
rely more heavily on the full force of Theorem 4 since we would no 
longer have Kato potentials, in general. But, aside from modified 
explanations of essential self adjointness and semiboundedness, the 
proof would be the same. 
6.7. In both this section and the preceding one, a conjugation J 
on the one-particle space played a central role. In the present section, 
the conjugation on the one-particle space was taken to be Wigner 
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time reversal. But since charge conjugation C and intrinsic parity P 
are both the identity operator for a neutral scalar field, J is also equal 
to the restriction of FCP to the one-particle space just as it was in 
Section 5. 
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